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FIRING ORDER

I
’m writing this a few days after boomer-

anging back to my office from the 2017 

Easter Jeep Safari (EJS) in Moab. One of 

the many impressive things about EJS is 

that 2017 marked the event’s 51st anni-

versary. Yes, 51 years. That’s remarkable. 

An event has to be pretty incredible to boast 

this kind of longevity, and EJS is, well, pretty 

incredible. Not only has it drawn, and held, the 

attention of wheelers the world over, it has also 

caught the attention of a number of aftermar-

ket 4x4 parts manufacturers who run trails all 

week and then set up shop at the Jeep Expo, 

a massive two-day vendor show that is part of 

EJS. The event has even caught the attention 

of new vehicle manufacturers, and many have 

made the trek to the event and brought along 

concept or test vehicles. 

There are several reasons why EJS is suc-

cessful. One is the incredible work of the Red 

Rock 4-Wheelers who put on the event. It ap-

pears as though they have everything dialed in 

and things seem to run like a finely-tuned big-

block. Another reason for the success of EJS is 

that it’s held in one of the most beautiful parts 

of the U.S. that boasts some fabulous wheeling. 

Legendary trails like Cliffhanger, Hell’s Revenge, 

and Moab Rim. Additionally, EJS offers some 

unique, creative trail rides like First Timers, 

Sophomore, and Junior packages. Participants 

spend three days on the trail with the same 

leaders and participants, and the wheeling is 

designed to become slightly more aggressive 

from one day to the next. Good stuff.    

As I pondered EJS’ longevity, I began to 

think about off-road and 4x4 events that have 

a long history in the U.S., events that are prob-

ably household names no matter what region 

of the country you reside in. Mile-Hi Jeep 

Club’s All-4-Fun in Colorado (51 years), Mud-

chuggers’ SnoBlind in Michigan (23 years), 

Minnesota Go-4’s Memorial Off-Road Rally in 

Wisconsin (49 years), IOK 4 Wheelers’ Gravel-

rama in Ohio (47 years), Tierra Del Sol’s Desert 

Safari in California (55 years), Family Events’ 

Fall 4-Wheel Jamboree (36 years), Southern 

Four Wheel Drive Association’s Dixie Run in 

Tennessee (31 years), PA Jeeps’ All Breeds 

Jeep Show in Pennsylvania (22 years), Califor-

nia Four Wheel Drive Association’s Sierra Trek 

(50 years), SCORE’s Baja 1000 (50 years), and 

Jeeper’s Jamboree (65 years), just to name a 

few. I had to calculate some of those years of 

operation so they may be off a year or two.

Another bright spot is that there are a whole 

bunch of new and relatively new events in 

the 4WD community that have the potential 

of being around for a long time. Events like 

King of the Hammers (California), Jeep Beach 

(Florida), and Bantam Jeep Heritage Festival 

(Pennsylvania).     

So back to EJS. It seems to get better each 

year. How long will it continue to soldier on? 

Hopefully for a long time to come. When the 

Easter Jeep Safari celebrates its 100th an-

niversary, I’ll be 103 years old. I’m going to be 

optimistic and plan to be there to celebrate.    

—KEN BRUBAKER

KEN.BRUBAKER@FOURWHEELER.COM

PHOTOS: KEN BRUBAKER
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Inbox

WHERE TO WRITE

A
ddress your correspondence to Four Wheeler, 831 S. Douglas St., El Segundo, CA 90245 or send 

an email to ken.brubaker@fourwheeler.com. All letters become the property of Four Wheeler, and we 

reserve the right to edit them for length, accuracy, and clarity. The editorial department can also be reached 

through the website at fourwheeler.com. Due to the volume of mail, electronic and otherwise, we cannot re-

spond to every reader, but we do read everything.

world over the last few decades. There has cer-

tainly been an influx of new and improved 4WD 

components that make our rigs function better 

on-road and off. Improvements in things like tire 

and suspension technology has resulted in 4x4s 

that are extremely capable and able to bridge 

the gap between daily commuters and weekend 

warriors. There are a lot more cupholders too.    

GRANVILLE SALUTE 

I cannot tell you how much I appreciate the 

bringing back of the King. I read his articles in 

your magazine 30 years ago. I worked on the 

Canadian border in eastern Washington at the 

time loading lumber on the Burlington North-

ern Railroad. I was in my 20s and my wife and 

I lived on 120 acres in a small cabin with no 

radio reception and one television channel. I 

would look forward to our 50-mile trips to town 

once or twice a month. I knew when the new 

Four Wheeler magazine would hit the rack at 

the grocery store and would plan our trips ac-

cordingly. Once a month before we would go 

to sleep I would read the Granville tale of the 

month to my young bride and we would marvel 

at his ability to spin a yarn and talked about 

some of the stories for years. I still have a “Git 

Back Box” because of him.

I am not in the country in that little cabin 

anymore and have been “citified” as Granville 

would say. I don’t have to drive 50 miles to go 

to the store to get my issue anymore because 

the postman brings it every month. Things 

have changed so much since his passing with 

technology and society that it would be great 

to read his take on all of it. One thing for me 

hasn’t changed. I just got the issue in the mail 

and with all its glory and later tonight I am 

proud to say that I will once again read the 

great Granville King to that very same girl.

Keep up the great work. 

ERIC CEDARSTOM

VIA EMAIL

Really enjoyed the Granville Salute! Hope 

you continue the article.

JOHN ROBINSON

VIA FACEBOOK

We’re thrilled that so many readers are enjoy-

ing the reprints of Granville King’s “From The 

Back Country” columns. We’re going to keep 

publishing them, space permitting, for months 

to come. 

AND THIS

Sorry to interrupt you, can I be your friend 

for supplying intercooler and turbo kits?

ALEX

VIA FACEBOOK FW

NOTEWORTHY  
ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

I just read a great article asking what the 

greatest accomplishments of the last few de-

cades would be (Trail’s End, May ’17). I would 

say hands down it would be the Internet. We 

now have access to 

search engines that 

help us locate parts 

suppliers, blogs 

and forums to im-

prove or diagnose 

our rigs, pictures 

to motivate us, 

our beloved 4x4 

mags, etc. Yes, we 

have made some 

big steps in terms 

of LED lightbars, 

engine swap 

combos, etc., but 

I feel KNOWL-

EDGE has been 

our greatest leap forward. I can plan an 

easy upgrade on my truck knowing I have done 

all my homework on some great forums, found 

the companies that make fabricator parts, 

watch YouTube videos to teach myself how to 

weld, and found the obscure, specialized vendor 

that can modify a stock wiring harness for my 

vehicle and a 5.3L LS motor. None of this was 

possible in the ’80s (and most of the ’90s). I re-

member in the ’80s, the thought of converting a 

2WD vehicle to 4WD was considered stupid, but 

now with computers and IFS…it is sometimes 

better to start with 2WD rigs since we literally 

have all the knowledge in the world available at 

our fingertips.

Just my two cents worth, I don’t expect 

change!

SCOTT PLUDE

VIA EMAIL

I’m old, but remember the ’80s well, so the 

May 2017 Trail’s End story “Dec. ’89: Accom-

plishments of the ’80s” pulled my attention 

away from my sore back. Man, the ’80s sucked 

for suspensions. Height was the only thing 

people seemed interested in and the resulting 

rough ride and a scary high center of grav-

ity was the result. And why did we think four 

shocks per wheel was a good idea? I say “we” 

because I did it too. I lived with a truck that had 

little wheel travel and rode terrible. It looked  

badass, but maybe it’s one of the reasons I 

have sore back nowadays.  

PAUL GOODWIN

VIA EMAIL 

You missed the obvious. Most noteworthy 

accomplishment since the ’80s has been a 

greater choice in beer. Back in ’80s you had 

Bud, Miller Lite, Heinie, Fosters, Lowenbrau 

made in the USA and a few German beers. To-

day when you go the store to get beer you have 

at least a dozen microbrews to choose from. 

After a tough day on the trail or in the garage 

fixing the ride nothing is better than a cold beer 

from your favorite local microbrewery. Best part 

is you are also supporting the local economy 

and not some big multinational corporation.

Drink local!

DAVE APKER

VIA EMAIL

Thanks to everyone who wrote in to weigh 

in on how much has changed in the wheeling 

BY KEN BRUBAKER  KEN.BRUBAKER@FOURWHEELER.COM
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»»»That’s Interesting
-> AAA did a study, and we bet 

we’re more surprised than you 

are with the results. It was found 

that more than 30 million Ameri-

cans are likely to buy an electric 

vehicle—as their next vehicle. To 

quote: “The number of Americans 

interested in an electric vehicle ap-

proaches the number planning to 

purchase a pickup truck.” 

-> Scientific American and  

Nature Communications have edu-

cated us on the fact that the brain 

has its own GPS system, based on 

memories of where we’ve traveled/

navigated. But with our newfound 

reliance on apps, the parts of the 

brain that do this navigating are 

becoming inactive. 

-> China, meet the Ford Ranger. 

Ranger, meet China. You’re coming 

for each other in 2018.

-> Sportsbettingexperts.com gave 

the prop-betting touch to autono-

mous vehicles, as in, the betters set 

some odds for safety stats regard-

ing self-drivers. For example, the 

number of fatal accidents in the 

U.S. involving autonomous cars 

from now through December 31, 

2017? Over 2.5 is +150, and under 

is -170. As for the automaker stats? 

We’ll pick two of them: Honda/

Acura’s stats in that same time pe-

riod and question: The betters say, 

yes is +700, and no is -900. The 

Waymo/Google odds for the same? 

Yes is +300, while no is -450.

-> If you do the Snapchat thing, 

know that Jeep invented a “Jeep 

Hair, Don’t Care” lens that makes 

your hair look all wind-crazy while in 

a Wrangler. You can find it through 

Snapchat, but also by scanning the 

Snap code at Jeep-brand events. 

(Tech tip: It’ll also sometimes show 

up on @Jeep social media and the 

blog throughout 2017.)

-> $1.2 billion is what Ford is 

coughing up for three of its Michi-

gan joints. The bulk of it will go to 

the Michigan Assembly Plant and 

Romeo Engine Plant for Ranger 

and Bronco building. The rest will 

head to the Flat Rock Assembly 

Plant’s new data center for futuris-

tic-like mobility plans.

-> MBLM is a “Brand Intimacy 

Agency,” which sounds kinda XXX, 

but know that it’s not even remotely 

that. It’s about studying “brands 

based on emotions.” For the Brand 

Intimacy Report 2017, the automo-

tive industry ranked number uno of 

all industries and with Harley-Da-

vidson, BMW, Toyota, Honda, Jeep, 

Chevy, Ford, Volvo, Mercedes-

Benz, and Chrysler taking the top 

10 spots in the category. 

-> A flying buggy is the SkyRunner. 

It’s capable of a max regulated 

altitude of 10,000 feet. For off-road 

exploring, it has a chromoly tubu-

lar exoskeleton and carbon-fiber 

panels. For both locations, there’s 

a Rotax 914 UL engine worth 115 

horses coupled with a Powerfin 

propeller. Overall length is 156 

inches, and it’s about 72 inches 

tall. Its max cruise speed is 35.7 

knots. Learn more at flyskyrunner.

com.

-> If you see a neon green or bright 

blue ’17 Ram 1500, it’s likely in one 

of the new colors: Sublime Sport or 

Rebel Blue Streak. Or, if red, expect 

it to be Delmonico Red, which is a 

free option on the Rebel model.

-> Sold for charity is the status of 

one ’09 Ford F-150 King Ranch 

owned by President George W. 

Bush. He used it on his Prairie 

Chapel Ranch in Texas after leaving 

office, according to Barrett-Jack-

son, which handled the hammer. 

Fun fact: The right airbag panel 

has W’s signature. The $90,000 

from the sale went to the Com-

munity Foundation of Cleveland 

and Bradley County and Dan Gable 

Museum, both of which support 

youth wrestling. 

-> Fiat Chrysler is infiltrating 50 

tech schools from around the U.S. 

to help train future service techni-

cians for its dealerships.

-> The last Jeep Cherokee to be 

produced at the Fiat Chrysler To-

ledo Assembly Plant in Ohio? Hap-

pened April 6, 2017.

RPM
AUTOMOTIVE NEWS

BY TORI TELLEM   

EDITOR@FOURWHEELER.COM

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF THE MANUFACTURERS  

»»
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“WITNESSES TOLD THE COPS THE YOUNG BOY DROVE EFFORT-

LESSLY AND OBEYED ALL TRAFFIC LAWS , WHICH IS AMAZING, 

BECAUSE MOST ADULTS CAN’T EVEN DO THAT. EVEN MORE 

AMAZING? THEY MADE IT TO THE DRIVE-THRU WINDOW, 

WHICH, AGAIN, MANY ADULTS CAN’T EVEN DO.”
—USATODAY.COM REPORT ABOUT AN 8-YEAR-OLD BOY WHO LEARNED TO DRIVE BY WATCHING  

YOUTUBE VIDEOS, THEN DROVE HIMSELF AND HIS 4-YEAR-OLD SISTER TO MCDONALD’S

2018 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Trackhawk

707 horses. 645 lb-ft of twist. 0-60 in 3.5 

seconds. Quarter-mile of 11.6 seconds. 

Top speed of 180 mph. What, you need to 

know more about the ’18 Jeep Grand Chero-

kee Trackhawk beyond that it’s quick, and 

the most powerfully potent SUV to date? OK, 

then pacify yourself with the fact that it has a 

tweaked TorqueFlight eight-speed auto trans 

hooked to the supercharged 6.2L V-8, as 

well as some interesting tech, such as a forged-steel crank with induction-hardened bearing 

surfaces that can withstand firing pressure of almost 1,600 psi, and that the specially tuned 

crank damper has been burst-tested to 13,000 rpm. And that high-strength pistons and 

powder-forged connecting rods use high-load-capacity bushings and carbon-coated pis-

ton pins, and that the cylinder heads have been treated for thermal conductivity, plus that 

there’s a new fuel system, with two high-flow, multimode pumps. Also, the rear driveshaft 

is linked to a beefier rear axle, the new Brembo brakes happen to be the biggest front ones 

on any Jeep ever, and the standard Torque Reserve system makes for better engine torque 

response and acceleration. To emphasize the “track” part of Trackhawk, the Selec-Track 

system has performance-tuned software for Auto, Sport, Track, Snow and Tow modes, plus 

Custom Mode.

»»Is It True?
-> Mercedes-Benz is rethink-

ing the whole, “Let’s sell die-

sels in the U.S.”?

-> But Jaguar Land Rover is 

pretty sure it’ll keep on selling 

them in the U.S.?

-> The California DMV has 

given Apple a permit to test 

self-driving Lexus vehicles on 

public roads?

-> The hottest “now” vehicle? 

Classic Japanese pickups? 

Said Hagerty?

OnDemand This Month
Catch these shows on  

Motor Trend OnDemand.

July 7 24H Proto Series, Misano

July 7 Virgin Australia Supercars, Townsville 400

July 7 FIM Motocross World Championship,

MXGP Of Portugal – Agueda

July 7 Motorsport Mundial

July 7 Roadkill - Episode 67

July 8 Virgin Australia Supercars, Townsville 400

July 9 FIM CEV Repsol Championship, 

Circuit De Valencia

July 10 Ignition - Episode 178

July 11 The House Of Muscle - Episode 9

July 13 FIM Enduro World Championship,

Paradfurdo, Hungary

July 14 Motorsport Mundial

July 17 British Rallycross Championship, Pembrey

July 17 European Truck Championship,

Nurburgring

July 17 GP Confidential

July 17 Mobil 1 The Grid

July 17 Real Road Racing, Scarborough Olivers  

Mount, England

July 17 Engine Masters- Episode 24

July 19 Head To Head - Episode 92

July 20 FIM Enduro World Championship, 

Puchov, Slovakia

July 21 Motorsport Mundial

July 22 DTM Championship, Moscow

July 23 ADAC GT Masters, Zandvoort

July 23 European Le Mans Series, Red Bull Ring

July 24 Ignition - Episode 179

July 26 GP Confidential

July 27 Inter Continental Challenge Series,

24 Hours Of Spa

July 28 Pirelli World Challenge – GTS,

Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course

July 28 Virgin Australia Supercars, 

Ipswich Supersprint

July 28 FIM Motocross World Championship,

MXGP Of Czech Republic – Loket

July 28 Motorsport Mundial

July 29 FIA Formula 3 Championship,  

Spa – Francorchamps

July 29 Pirelli World Challenge – GT,

Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course

July 29 Pirelli World Challenge – GTS,

Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course

July 29 Virgin Australia Supercars,

Ipswich Supersprint

July 30 Blancpain GT Series Endurance Cup, Spa 

July 31 European Truck Championship, Slovakia

July 31 Mobil 1 The Grid

August 1 Real Road Racing, Southern 100,

Isle Of Man

August 1 Dirt Every Day  - Episode 67

August 3 Hot Rod Garage - Episode 55

Schedule Key: Racing, Original Programs
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»»Your Government At Work
-> Ford has two new law-enforce-

ment and government-fleet toys: 

The Special Service F-150 and Ex-

pedition. On account of the special 

needs of these occupants, the ve-

hicles have or have not particular 

items, such as a no-center-row op-

tion, and inclusion of a high-output 

alternator to handle the idle and 

electrical demands.

-> The Kentucky Mountain  

Regional Recreational Authority 

has been established for promot-

ing outdoor rec.

-> The Sportsman Act of 2017  

bill has been introduced in Alaska 

to expand access to federal lands 

for outdoor activities.

-> Kentucky has passed a law  

promoting outdoor recreation.

-> Senator Todd Young from 

Indiana toured the AM General 

HMMWV assembly plant and gave 

a speech. Excerpt: “I congratu-

late the men and women at AM 

General on earning the contract 

to deliver vehicles to Iraq to help 

defeat ISIS.”

-> Looks like West Virginians can 

legally have uncovered off-road 

lightbars.

-> Fueleconomy.gov aka the U.S. 

Department of Energy aka where 

you can read up on government-

claimed vehicle fuel economy 

figures has released a list of most 

and least fuel-efficient trucks and 

SUVs. The diesel-equipped Chevy 

Colorado/GMC Canyon was tops, 

followed by the Ford F-150 with 

the 2.7L in two-by form. The least 

list featured the Nissan Frontier, 

Ram 1500, Toyota Tundra, Jeep 

Wrangler and Wrangler Unlimited, 

and Mercedes-Benz G 550. Those 

were a mix of four- and two-by.

-> California has extended its Off 

Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation 

program until 2019, which will 

help local, federal, and state agen-

cies, as well as nonprofits and 

other outlets, with funding for OHV 

management.

-> Senator Mark R. Maynard from 

West Virginia also happens to 

love 4x4s. His Senate bill SB6911 

was signed by the governor, and 

Senator Mark said, “It requires 

the Division of Highways to make 

digital maps available for use by 

tourism that designates public 

roads that are ORV-friendly, and 

also included fullsize Jeeps and 

special-built ORVs in the definition 

of OHVs. Currently, West Virginia, 

has lenient laws for ATVs SxSs, 

and dirtbikes. With the addition 

of fullsize Jeeps and custom-built 

rock buggies, it will really open up 

opportunities for trail riding in West 

Virginia.” We express our gratitude 

for his efforts in the best way we 

know how—by showing off his 

cool rigs: a ’98 Jeep Grand Chero-

kee 5.9 Limited, which has lockers 

front and rear, 

a 6-inch lift, 

and 35s, and 

an ’80 Jeep 

CJ, featuring 

a 355 small-

block Chevy, 

fenderwell 

headers, 39.5-

inch Boggers, 

and more.

FT-4X Concept from 
Toyota

Toyota named this off-road con-

cept FT-4X. (Side note: We dig 

that name way more than what it’s 

abbreviated for: Future Toyota-Four 

Wheel Drive Crossover.) Toyota’s 

also calling it a “four-wheel-drive 

toolbox,” with an “X Theme” design, 

featuring a description of that design 

that frankly made our eyes glaze 

over—something about how “at the 

rear, the bowed vertical X can be 

seen at the rear hatch, again placing 

the door handle at the center and 

creating a protective space. Now, 

imagine another X, but this time 

horizontal, or flat, placed at the top 

and bottom of the vertical Xs…” 

We should probably not attempt to 

explain the vehicle’s three “zones” 

either, but allow us to simply say 

two of them are “Clean” and “Wet.” 

Anyway, specs: 167 inches long 

with a wheelbase of 104 inches and 

64 inches tall, with an imagined 

four-banger engine, MacPherson 

strut front suspension, and double-

wishbone rear suspension. Also, 

when you’re finished looking for the 

Xs, notice the taste of a throwback to 

FJ Land Cruisers gone by.

Nissan’s Rogue  
Warrior Trail  
Project Concept

You’re gonna notice the 

tires first, so let’s just start 

there. The Nissan Rogue 

concept—or, probably more 

accurately, the Rogue one-off 

that’ll inspire no future Nis-

san vehicles—has Dominator 

Tracks from American Track 

Truck, which are 48 inches 

long, 30 inches tall, and 

15 inches wide. To fit such 

ginormous rolling stock, the 

suspension and wheelwells 

had to be massaged, but 

everything else is factory. 

Although, the bolt-ons are 

not—there are custom fender 

flares, tinted and LED lights, 

ARB gear basket, and Warn 

winch. fw
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|>GOLD SHIELD
Zircotec now offers ZircoFlex Gold heat shielding. It’s said to combine 

high reflectivity with ceramic thermal behavior for show-standard heat 

management. The material, which is available in several thicknesses on an 

aluminum substrate, can be self-supporting or supplied with a self-adhesive 

backing. It’s said to be capable of withstanding temperatures of more than 

930 degrees. The design of the foil is said to make it flexible and easy to 

manipulate and bend into shape. ZircoFlex Gold is available in three differ-

ent sizes: a 297x210mm quarter-sheet, a 450x550mm half-sheet, and a 

900x550mm full-sheet. INFO: Zircotec, zircotec.com

|>PAINT SHIELD
XPEL introduces Ultimate Paint Protection Film, a self-healing, optically clear, non-yellow-

ing film designed to protect your truck’s paint for years. The hood, doors, and rocker panels 

of your truck are magnets for paint chips and scrapes, and front painted grilles are exposed 

to extensive bug splatter, which can eat the paint. XPEL Ultimate Paint Protection Film can 

be used to protect the paint from this type of damage. XPEL Ultimate Paint Protection Film 

is a clearcoated polyurethane film. The film’s clearcoat and elastomeric polymers are said to 

to heal over time, naturally eliminating swirl marks and fine scratches. The film is said to also 

shed contaminants such as road grime, air pollution, and tree sap and protect painted sur-

faces from rocks, gravel, salt, oils, magnesium chloride, and insect and bird wastes. XPEL 

Ultimate Paint Protection Film is available in rolls of varying width and length and comes 

precut in a variety of truck patterns, which can be applied by professional installers. Do-it-

yourself kits are also available. INFO: XPEL, 800/447-9928, xpel.com

BY JOHN CAPPA  EDITOR@FOURWHEELER.COM

|>FIFTH 
WHEEL SECURE
BOLT Locks now offers the  

new Fifth Wheel King Pin Locking 

System. It works in conjunction with BOLT’s 
5⁄8-inch Receiver Lock, which is sold sepa-

rately, to help prevent fifth-wheel trailer 

theft. BOLT’s King Pin Locking System 

features a U-shaped black powdercoated hard-

ened steel collar that wraps around the king pin 

and attaches with a BOLT 5⁄8-inch Receiver Lock. 

The system acts as a visible and physical theft 

deterrent, allowing the trailer to be secured with 

the truck ignition key. The 5⁄8-inch BOLT Receiver 

Lock features a stainless steel pin and a double ball-

bearing locking mechanism with a weather-resistant 

lock shutter to keep out dirt and moisture. Once the 

vehicle ignition key is inserted into the lock cylinder, 

spring-loaded plate tumblers move up and down un-

til they are matched exactly to that key. INFO: BOLT 

Locks, 844/972-7547, boltlock.com fw
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Parts Rack

|>BARRING LIGHT
Custer Products now offers Never Night off-road LED lightbars. 

They are said to provide excellent illumination while using very little 

battery power. Each lightbar combines a wide flood beam pattern, 

for the close proximity lighting needed for low speed technical driv-

ing, with a far-reaching spot beam pattern for high-speed driving. 

Curved lightbars are available for even greater light spread. The 

lightbars feature die-cast aluminum housings, high-impact polycar-

bonate lenses, and are certified with an IP67 rating for water and 

dust intrusion. Eleven different models are available ranging 7 inches 

to 51 inches in length. All light systems include mounting hardware. 

INFO: Custer Products, 800/490-3158, custerproducts.com
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The two-door JK was heavily 

modified. The wheelbase was 

stretched 6 inches, fenders 

opened up, and hardtop chopped, 

and it received a fresh new mini-

malist interior. Hidden inside the 

classy Moon tank on the front 

bumper is a Warn 9.0Rc winch.

CONCEPTUALIZE T
The 2017 collection of incredible concept Jeeps from the 
Easter Jeep Safari
By Jake Headlee  editor@fourwheeler.com  Photography: Fiat Chrysler Automobiles

E
VERY YEAR, THE JEEP AND OFF-ROAD COMMUNITY HOLDS THEIR BREATH 

around the beginning of spring for a glimpse at the amazing con-

cept vehicles to be debuted at the Easter Jeep Safari in Moab. The 

tradition of these concepts is ingrained into the Jeep culture, and we 

are all better for it. 

Jeep and Mopar build these rigs to tantalize our minds, show off what 

they are capable of and discreetly test out designs and ideas on the pub-

lic for future product variations. Remember the Jeep Gladiator or Jeep 

Rescue concepts? While us Jeep truck fans didn’t get a new Gladiator or 

Comanche, nor did the fullsize Jeep fans get a new big SUV, we did get a 

serious preview of the JK Wrangler body styling ahead of its debut. 

For 2017, Jeep and Mopar continued the tradition. Seven custom 

Jeeps debuted early in the week leading up to Easter and ranged from 

sensible “I can do that” builds to complete one-off masterpieces. The 

Jeep Quicksand is a hot rod-inspired, sand-shredding, HEMI-powered 

JK Wrangler-based beast; the Jeep CJ66 is a ’66 CJ-6, a TJ and a JK 

Wrangler mash-up with a HEMI; the Jeep Grand One is a retro celebra-

tion of the 25th anniversary of the Grand Cherokee; the Jeep Luminator 

will light up your life with innovative lighting and high tech gadgets; 

the Jeep Safari was inspired by the open-air Jeep view all while keeping 

the doors and top on; the Jeep Switchback struts its stuff with Jeep Per-

formance Parts; and the Jeep Trailpass is based on the all-new ’17 Jeep 

Feature



What We Think
Ken Brubaker, editor, Four Wheeler: “I 

applaud Jeep for creating Quick-

sand. This thing is a hoot. It’s quite 

fascinating how designers com-

bined hot rod styling cues on the 

Wrangler-based rig, and it works for 

me. I’d love to hoon Quicksand in the 

dunes!”   

Rick Péwé, editor, Jp: “The Quicksand 

is an awesome vehicle with an un-

fortunate name. Built to emulate a 

’60s hot rod, the concept is perfectly 

flawless. With a 392 Hemi in a ’32 

deuce-coupe–styled JK Wrangler, 

the Quicksand looks fast and mean. 

It’s topped with Hillborne-style 

injector stacks, milled vintage-style 

aluminum accessories, and slapped 

in front of a Getrag six-speed tranny. 

The best visual is the staggered 

stance with 32s and 37s, with 

appropriate axle gear ratios to 

match. The beauty is in the details, 

right down to the wheel Schrader 

valve located on the inside of the 

Ansen-style wheels. Loud, fast, and 

perfectly controllable, the beast even 

idles comfortably over the rocks. I’d 

take it home but change the name 

to ‘Sand Quick,’ as this buggy won’t 

be stuck in quicksand.”

Fred Williams, editor-at-large, 4-Wheel 

& Off-Road: “Fun and dangerous and 

fun because it is dangerous, the 

Quicksand concept is an Ed Roth 

’70s dune Jeep modernized. The 

Getrag is great behind the Hemi 

and would be awesome in the sand 

with no worries of overheating. The 

chopped top and slats across the 

opening look ready to scalp a driver, 

but hey, it’s all fun and games until 

someone gets scalped. The power 

and the ability to reveal it with the 

exhaust cutouts is fun and not even 

too obnoxious when opened up, just 

rowdy. And the winch hidden in the 

fuel tank is classic Jeep Design bril-

liance. This is this year’s fun one.”

Sean Holman, content director of Truck 

& Off-Road Group, TEN: The Enthusiast 

Network: “Badass. And everyone else 

will think so too. I want this thing on 

a T-shirt for people to tell me that’s 

some cool art—right before I jump 

in and drive it around the corner just 

to watch gaping jaws and wide eyes. 

The staggered fitment and oh-so-

short chop do it for me, as do the 

exhaust modes. However, there is a 

missed opportunity with no back seat 

to consummate your interactions with 

adoring groupies.”

Jake Headlee, contributor, TEN: The 

Enthusiast Network: “Holy hot rod Bat-

man. Quicksand is like your favorite 

toy car as a kid, blown up into life-

size proportions with a roaring V-8. 

Loud, fast, and drool-worthy.”

Quicksand
T

he Jeep Quicksand is the wild musings of engineers and designers that 

fully support their inner child. Quicksand fully embraces the sand culture 

and lifestyle while still being a Jeep at heart. Under the tilting hood lives a crate 

Mopar 392 with eight-stack injection and custom valve covers and has an elec-

tronic exhaust cut-out system to go from quiet and healthy to loud and amazing 

in the flip of a switch. For the first time in Jeep concept history, it has a stag-

gered tire setup with 32-inch mud-terrains up front and 37-inch mud-terrains 

out back and calculated gear ratios to make it work. 

Backstory Bits
“The idea behind Quicksand was to cultivate the sand lifestyle. It’s a very 

different setup than we normally go with—it isn’t rocks and mud, it’s go fast 

and so it had to be a little bit outrageous. We couldn’t put too much into it. 

Want to cut it 2 inches? Three inches? Ah, let’s do 4! You get a tall guy in 

that Jeep and his head sticks out the top which is even more Ed Roth to me. 

If I squint my eyes, I see a little Model A/Tudor sedan style. Then it started 

flowing. We pulled the fenders off for a sort of highboy look to it, and it just 

kept working. The eight-stack just fit and the headers had to be spilling out. 

We had a lot of fun with this one.” –Mark Allen, head of Jeep Design, FCA 

North America  
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Compass Trailhawk and is loaded with good-

ies to get you excited.

The next few pages will give you a deep 

look at each of the concepts and their awe-

some features as well as give you some little-known insight from 

behind the scenes with Jeep and Mopar. We’ve also included the 

opinions of the concepts from our staff and contributors that got the 

chance to get up close and personal with each of the rigs. To get even 

more drool worthy photos and videos of each of the concepts, head 

over to fourwheeler.com.

|> Quicksand is set up on King coilovers at all four corners and gives the Jeep a 

decidedly hot-rod stance. The Dana 44 front and Dana 60 rear were geared so the 

staggered tire sizes work in unison.

-> A custom fiberglass 

tilting hood was built 

to allow the eight-stack 

injection system to feed 

the Mopar 392 Hemi 

V-8 engine. 
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Backstory Bits
“It’s a concept car. It’s custom, and it looks pretty, but it actually functions 

on the trail. You can go out there and hammer on it and things won’t break. 

Another cool thing about this concept is that there are three generations of 

Jeeps. We started off with an old body that was completely trashed, and 

we built it up. We slapped it onto a TJ chassis and then we added all the JK 

components to it.” –Nicho Vardis, Mopar Designer

CJ66
T

he Jeep CJ66 has been out in the public eye the longest of all the vehicles 

brought to Moab. Built using a Wrangler TJ frame and an original ’66 CJ-6 

Universal Tuxedo Park body with some Wrangler JK elements thrown in. Under 

the hood lives a Mopar 345 Crate Hemi backed by a versatile six-speed trans-

mission. Providing power to all four wheels are a pair of Mopar Dana 44 Crate 

axles sporting a set of Jeep Performance Parts 17-inch beadlock wheels and 

35-inch BFGoodrich Mud-Terrain tires.

What We Think
Ken Brubaker, editor, Four Wheeler: “I 

first saw the CJ66 at the 2016 SEMA 

Show, and it was bathed in fancy 

lighting. It looked fantastic. It looked 

just as good sitting on dirt bathed in 

sun in the Utah backcountry. I have a 

thing for modernized classics, and the 

CJ66 is a fine example of a vintage CJ 

with contemporary equipment.”    

Rick Péwé, editor, Jp: “How can one not 

love the minimalist nature of an old 

CJ-6 packed with modern power? It 

rides and drives like a dream, looks 

good, handles well, and has that cer-

tain flair that most other vehicles lack. 

You could take this wheeling, fishing, 

to the mall, or even the opera where it 

would turn heads and earn respect.” 

Fred Williams, editor-at-large, 4-Wheel & 

Off-Road: “The CJ66 is the epitome of 

a great built restomod Jeep. The new 

Hemi crate engine starts if you mere-

ly breathe on the key, it’s so nice. The 

custom round inclusive gauge in the 

dash is reminiscent of the early CJ-6 

but modern and works better. The 

Rusty Orange metallic paint is perfect 

for Moab backgrounds, and the TJ 

suspension works as it was designed 

and is much smoother than a factory 

’66 CJ-6. I’m not thrilled about the 

seats. They are just too modern. But 

overall, a nicely built and solid CJ 

with no obvious rattles.”

Sean Holman, content director of Truck 

& Off-Road Group, TEN: The Enthusiast 

Network: “A melding of old and 

new. With three generations that are 

mashed up, the final product ends 

up being a cool restomod Jeep that 

features the best of old and new. And 

hey, it works pretty good on the trail 

as well.”

Jake Headlee, contributor, TEN: The En-

thusiast Network: “Three generations 

of Jeep, bundled into an extremely 

well balanced rig. It may look pretty 

but it is definitely a driver’s Jeep, 

not a trailer queen. One of the best 

concepts in a long time.”

|> The CJ66 interior is a modern retro style with digital gauges, Viper seats, and a 

Wrangler JK center console, and all is covered by a custom screen shade.

CJ66 features oversized 

concept fender flares, 

Mopar 10th Anniversary 

Wrangler JK front and rear 

bumpers, Jeep Perfor-

mance Parts skidplates, 

and customized rock rails. 

|> A 2-inch lift was used to elevate the old iron high enough to fit the 35-inch tires, 

and the Jeep is loaded with goodies like Mopar LED fog lights, racecar-inspired 

fuel filler cap and a bed-mounted spare tire for extra rear clearance. 

Conceptualize This!Feature
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What We Think
Ken Brubaker, editor, Four Wheeler: “I’m 

old enough to remember seeing 

a brand-new ZJ on display at the 

Chicago Auto Show. I was transfixed 

then, and I was transfixed when I 

saw Grand One. It looked as though 

the Jeep team had a lot of fun 

designing this rig. I love the nimble 

size of the ZJ and Grand One’s mods 

improve the rig’s functionality both 

on-road and off.”

Rick Péwé, editor, Jp: “How nice to be 

able to travel back to the future in a 

Jeep, not an import pickup? Instantly 

the design cues pull you in with a 

generous portion of glass versus 

sheetmetal, so lacking in today’s 

slab-sided world. Sliding into the seat 

is like going home: a thousand times 

I’ve slid into the perfectly familiar 

interior and old-fashioned theme, 

right down to the OGZJ sticker. While 

all of the contemporary vehicles are 

now cast-offs from society, a ZJ can 

still hold its own on the trail, as well 

as everyday use. She’s a keeper.”

Fred Williams, editor-at-large, 4-Wheel & 

Off-Road: “The Grand One is classic 

Jeep design, both in that it is a classic 

and that it embodies the humor of 

Mark Allen’s Jeep Design depart-

ment. They made it proportional with 

the slight lift and slight stretched 

wheelbase, but they also threw in a 

dozen ’90s-era Easter eggs with funny 

stickers, cassette tape, and even a 

retro car phone. It has 25-year-old 

rattles, but the 5.2L V-8 has a satisfy-

ing rumble that only early Grands 

had. Having never been a Grand 

Cherokee owner this would make me 

consider perusing the Craigslist ads 

for a future project. But I still would’ve 

stuffed a 5.9 under the hood.”

Sean Holman, content director of Truck & 

Off-Road Group, TEN: The Enthusiast Net-

work: “Being a teenager in the ’90s, 

this one tugs at the heart strings 

a bit. Who can forget that the cool 

kids got the hand-me-down Grands 

from their moms instead of Explorers 

and minivans, and the modern take 

on the laced wheels are an especially 

nice touch. The third brake light is 

not to be missed, as are the RHCP, 

Stussy, and pastel MTV stickers hid-

den about. We’ll take our blinker fluid 

on the rocks.”

Jake Headlee, contributor, TEN: The 

Enthusiast Network: “The Grand 

One is my favorite concept of EJS 

2017. The retro theme was executed 

extremely well. It works well off-road 

and I definitely knew I was driving a 

legitimate Grand Cherokee when the 

check engine light came on. From 

the custom flares, plaid headliner, 

tape deck and the JK steering wheel 

to get rid of the tissue box-style fac-

tory unit, I want it.”

Backstory Bits
“The hardest part was sourcing a good starting vehicle. It had to be a ’93 

with the eight-slot grille—’96 was when we got seven-slot religion. Before that, 

it was like the wild west with any number of slots. It is history, we aren’t going to 

rewrite that. We were surprised at how small it is compared to the new vehicles, 

but it was fun to build. We expected four people to like it but the response has 

been overwhelming.” –Mark Allen, head of Jeep Design, FCA North America

Grand One
T

he Jeep Grand One was built to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Grand 

Cherokee. The team started with a ’93 Jeep Grand Cherokee and revitalized 

it while refreshing it with some modern spins. The original 5.2L Magnum V-8 

still roars under the hood while a custom lift makes enough room for a pair of 

Dana 44 axles and 33-inch BFGoodrich Mud-Terrains wrapped around custom 

heritage-inspired 18-inch wheels. The retro interior, subtle woodgrain graphics, 

and custom paint are fitting tributes to the most awarded SUV ever.

|> The original boxy steering wheel was 

swapped in favor of a JK wheel, which 

feeds directly into the modernized retro 

theme. The seats were recovered in 

leather using the same pleated pattern 

and the floor was coated in a spray-in 

truck bed lining.

|> Jeep built custom fender flares to 

make room for the 33-inch tires and the 

3-inch wheelbase stretch. The subtle 

woodgrain down the side of the Jeep 

lightly shows the Jeep’s heritage without 

going full tilt.

|> The Grand Cherokee is the most awarded SUV of all time and Grand One celebrates the beginning of it all. While much 

smaller than the newer Grand Cherokees, the ZJ pushed Jeep further into the premium SUV range with V-8 engines and  

lots of luxuries not always found on a Jeep. 
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Backstory Bits
“The genesis of the Luminator is that we’ve got a group of hardcore 

enthusiasts in Jeep and Mopar that we got together for a brainstorming 

session, and we asked them what they would want. We came up with 76 

overall concepts, and they were all really good, but we narrowed it down to 

12, and those are what we put into Luminator.” –Bill Grobowski, Automo-

tive Lighting division of Magneti Marelli

Luminator
T

he Jeep Luminator is covered in unique and innovative lighting 

features. Every light was swapped for an LED of some sort. 

The lighting was jointly developed with the Automotive Lighting di-

vision of Magneti Marelli and features some groundbreaking tech-

nology. The lightbar on the hood features active spot and dynamic 

following—if an object crosses the road in front of you, the center 

sensor tracks the movement and lights up the corresponding LED 

to keep it illuminated. Even the front bumper lights are designed 

to increase safety by utilizing side lighting that is connected to the 

steering system so they illuminate during turns.

What We Think
Ken Brubaker, editor, Four Wheeler: “This 

is my favorite of the 2017 concepts. I 

hate weak lighting on a 4x4, and I’ve 

often whined in editorials, stories, to 

my wife, and to anyone that’ll listen 

about the lousy lighting on produc-

tion 4x4s and the need for things 

such as an upgraded lighting pack-

age on 4x4 vehicles. The Luminator 

blew me away. It doesn’t matter what 

direction needs to be lit, the Lumina-

tor’s lighting completes the task and 

then some.”           

Rick Péwé, editor, Jp: “The Luminator 

concept is a salute to the lightbar 

craze currently sweeping the nation. 

With more lumens packed on board 

than a dwarf sun, even the LED 

technology can’t keep the voltmeter 

from taking a dive when every switch 

is flipped. Unique to the build is 

the side x side-style stinger antenna 

with the tricolor function—red for 

stop, yellow for coast, and green for 

go. The most interesting evolution 

is the inside lightbar—behind the 

windshield! With promises of no glare 

or wind noise, unfortunately it needs 

fans (wind noise) to keep them cool. 

Eventually this may be overcome as 

lighting technology advances. It’s a 

bright thought.” 

Fred Williams, editor-at-large, 4-Wheel & 

Off-Road: “I like to joke that lightbars 

and excessive lights are the future 

mullet of current Jeep accessories, 

but the Luminator does have some 

great concepts. I really dig the light-

bar mounted behind the windshield 

to delete wind noise. It needs to be 

tucked up a bit tighter to the ceiling 

for more visibility, but the idea is so 

‘duh, why didn’t I think of that’ that 

I hope it’s got a strong patent, as 

knock-offs must be in the wings.”

Sean Holman, content director of Truck 

& Off-Road Group, TEN: The Enthusiast 

Network: “One needs to look past all 

the bolt-on lighting and really look 

deep to see that the real story here is 

some incredible lighting technology. 

Less about the style and more about 

conceptualizing where the future of 

lighting can take us, we appreciate 

the shot in the dark of what is com-

ing next.”

Jake Headlee, contributor, TEN: The 

Enthusiast Network: “Jeep stepped up 

their game in the lighting department 

to put together the Luminator. There 

are some awesome unique features 

that can literally light up your life. 

I especially like the rear whip light 

that has a speed-based light color 

change. Red for under 3 mph, yellow 

for under 3-7 mph, and green for 

over 7 mph. That way you can easily 

tell what someone is up to from a 

distance.”

<- On the 

front of Lu-

minator lives 

a Wrangler 

JK 10th Anni-

versary bum-

per loaded 

with a Warn 

winch and 

a full set of 

LED lights. 

The Luminator has multiple light 

sources to make sure you can always 

see where you are going. The Jeep 

isn’t just a battery with a light either. 

Under the chassis lives a pair of Mopar 

8-lug crate axles and a set of 37-inch 

Goodyear MT/Rs.

<- The roof of 

the Lumina-

tor was even 

put to work to 

collect sun-

beams and 

turn them into 

more juice for 

the lights.

Conceptualize This!Feature
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<- The Safari allows occupants to see 

the 360-degree world we live in with 

minimal obstruction. The Jeep also 

features custom high clearance fend-

ers and concept LED headlights and 

taillights, as well as modified 10th An-

niversary JK Wrangler bumpers.

What We Think
Ken Brubaker, editor, Four Wheeler: “One 

of the key components of a good off-

road vehicle is visibility. Ever wheel a 

rig that has poor visibility? Yeah, it’s 

awful. The Safari has plenty of vis-

ibility and as a bonus the roof panel 

and windoors keep dirt out. Best of 

both worlds.”    

Rick Péwé, editor, Jp: “While I didn’t 

wheel it, it reminded me so much of 

a greenhouse I couldn’t bear to enter 

it lest I start sweating from the plastic 

sheets over the exterior. While more 

of a collection of stock JPP offerings, 

the Fiat seats, and Fiat steering 

wheel made me keep my distance. 

This is ’Merica, not Italy.”

Fred Williams, editor-at-large, 4-Wheel & 

Off-Road: “This has got to be the clos-

est to a nod to the future Wrangler 

that we’ll get to see at this year’s Eas-

ter Jeep Safari. The integrated roof 

rack, the translucent hardtop panel, 

the unusual CJ-esque grille, the C-

pillars that can be seen through, and 

the integrated iPad dash navigation 

all seem like things we’ll see in the 

future. The recurring B-pillar delete 

is interesting, and I wonder if that’s 

a thing we’ll someday see since I’ve 

never been a big fan of the full B-

pillar look on the JK unlimited. I dig 

the color scheme with the day-glow 

accents, and I think the light airy 

feel of the Jeep is just what Wrangler 

buyers are looking for.”

Sean Holman, content director of Truck 

& Off-Road Group, TEN: The Enthusiast 

Netwok: “This Jeep is not for me. I get 

what they are trying to do here, and 

it’s interesting, but it’s trying too 

hard to be ‘cool’ to the future Jeep 

customer while making today’s Jeep 

customer scratch their heads—al-

though the translucent roof panel 

is something that would benefit cur-

rent Wrangler owners.”

Jake Headlee, contributor, TEN: The 

Enthusiast Network: “The OCD jeeper 

would love the Safari. Tons of light, 

super clean, and intensely capable. 

It’s the perfect Jeep for scenic-view 

wheeling.” 

Backstory Bits
“The Safari is family focused. It 

was me sitting in the back of a JK 

driving and imagining myself as a 

kid when I was a kid in the back of 

my Dad’s CJ, and I just wanted the 

experience for that kid to be the best. 

I want him looking out the window 

and having the most glass to look 

through and I want his or her experi-

ence to be awesome so he becomes 

a customer. Another thing is that I 

wanted the look and feel of the Jeep 

to be high-tech. This is for a different 

customer than our normal builds. 

This customer is really meticulous 

about keeping it neat and clean and 

takes a lot of pride in what it projects 

about them.” –Mark Allen, head of 

Jeep Design, FCA North America

Safari
T

he Jeep Safari is all about enjoying the great outdoors with the 

family. Custom-made doors built from clear vinyl and aluminum 

and minimalist hardtop framing obstruct very little of the view. A 

translucent roof allows natural light to pour in over the modified Fiat 

500 Abarth seats. The custom two-tiered aluminum roof rack bolts 

directly to the slant back hardtop and supports a concept drone. 

Under the Jeep is a 2-inch lift from Jeep Performance Parts that 

includes Fox Shocks, 35-inch BFGoodrich Mud-Terrain tires, and 

front and rear Dana 44 axles, also from Jeep Performance Parts. 

|> The view from inside the Jeep Safari is second only to a Jeep with no doors and the wind-

shield folded down. An Apple iPad takes center stage of the dash and is directly linked to the 

Jeep’s onboard drone.

-> The custom 

made “win-

doors” open 

in suicide 

fashion and 

have zippered 

windows for 

fresh airflow 

and ultimate 

visibility. 

Conceptualize This!Feature
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The Switchback is mostly built from a 

catalog of bolt-on parts, making it one 

of the only concept vehicles that just 

about anyone could build. With the 

help of the custom half doors and Sa-

fari top, however, it gets set apart.

What We Think
Ken Brubaker, editor, Four Wheeler: “I like 

the hardtop with increased visibility, 

but overall, I’m indifferent to this Jeep. 

Its name makes me think the Jeep 

is pleading to be switched back to 

stock.”

Rick Péwé, editor, Jp: “Bolting a bunch 

of excess aftermarket weight from 

the JPP catalog onto a JK does not a 

good wheeler make. While the door 

cutouts are sorta cool looking, they 

are fully non-functional except to let 

in bees, bugs, dust, and wind. A fully 

integrated build plan with a purpose 

would be better than a hodgepodge 

of products on an already good 

chassis.”  

Fred Williams, editor-at-large, 4-Wheel 

& Off-Road: “The two items I really 

want to see come to fruition from the 

Switchback are the half-doors with 

cut outs and the hardtop with the sky 

windows. The top windows are remi-

niscent of the Land Rover Discovery, 

but they make the back-seat experi-

ence so much better. The half-doors 

with windows improve daytime floor 

hunting for dropped items and adds 

a great new view for off-road driving.”

Sean Holman, content director of Truck 

& Off-Road Group, TEN: The Enthusiast 

Network: “Covered in bolt-on Mopar 

accessories, I think this is the perfect 

Jeep to switch back to stock when 

your lease is up.”

Jake Headlee, contributor, TEN: The 

Enthusiast Network: “One of the only 

concepts that is within a reasonable 

range for the average jeeper to build. 

Lots of cool features on a readily 

available JKU platform come together 

into a balanced vehicle.” 

Backstory Bits
“We were sitting in the Switchback when it was all done and my director, Joe 

Gainer, came up and said, ‘We have to do something with these doors,’ so we 

asked the designers to go back to the designing board and came up with these 

open-air doors. It wasn’t in the original plan but really helped make this concept 

what it is.” –Nicho Vardis, Mopar Designer

Switchback
T

he Jeep Switchback is what you get when you pluck out everything you 

want from the Jeep Performance Parts (JPP) catalog and bolt it onto your JK 

Wrangler with a few custom pieces tossed in. The long list of JPP parts includes 

Dana 44s front and rear, 4-inch lift with remote-reservoir Fox shocks, 10th Anni-

versary JK Wrangler steel bumpers, and more. Custom for this concept are the 

half doors, Power Dome Vented Hood and specially built Safari-style hardtop, 

and roof rack system. 

|> The Safari hardtop lets more ambient light into the vehicle while providing extra 

interior headroom. The roof rack provides plenty of extra storage for extended trips 

out with the family.

|> Jeep Performance Parts offers bolt-in Dana 44 axles as well as various suspen-

sion setups with Fox shocks. High Top Fender Flares give the extra clearance 

needed to run 37-inch tires with a 4-inch lift.

Conceptualize This!Feature
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What We Think
Ken Brubaker, editor, Four Wheeler: “I 

didn’t hate the Trailpass like I thought 

I would. As a matter of fact, I dug it. 

It’s fun! It’s so cute that it looks like 

a smiley face on wheels. More im-

portantly, I don’t think it would kill a 

person’s budget to create a Trailpass-

type Compass, and the little thing is 

actually quite capable off-road.”       

Rick Péwé, editor, Jp: “The newest 

offering is made better with an 

additional inch of lift and better 

tires. If you can get the nannies to 

turn off it can be a sporty, fun little 

nimble wheeler that’s adept in the 

backcountry. It’s no minivan, yet can 

haul people and still go wheelin for 

the weekend. We’d modify the tranny 

to not shift out of first in the sand 

though so the little four-popper can 

keep the Compass heading in the 

right direction.”

Fred Williams, editor-at-large, 4-Wheel 

& Off-Road: “The little Compass is 

obviously the smaller sibling of the 

Grand Cherokee with such similar 

styling. And the Trailpass should be 

the vehicle that Subaru owners look 

at when they want to switch to a 

Jeep. For dirt road exploring and car 

camping this little Jeep would be a 

great fit for an outdoors couple.”

Sean Holman, content director of Truck 

& Off-Road Group, TEN: The Enthusiast 

Netwok: ÒWho knew the Compass 

would look so much better jacked up 

with a bigger tire. While it’s not going 

on the Rubicon anytime soon, it’s a 

great vehicle for all-weather capability 

and taking you a little further off the 

beaten path to get you to your favor-

ite rock climbing, snowboarding, or 

camping spot. Or it could be a nice 

commuter Jeep for those who don’t 

want to put the daily miles on the 

Wrangler.”

Jake Headlee, contributor, TEN: The 

Enthusiast Network: “The Trailpass 

is solid proof that you don’t have to 

build a huge Wrangler to have fun in 

the dirt. You won’t be boulder hop-

ping but it is comfortable and more 

capable than a minivan.” fw

Backstory 
Bits

“I would say 40 

percent of the parts on the 

Trailpass are production 

parts so what you see is 

something you can mostly 

build yourself. We added 

the concept components 

to spice it up some more 

with the custom paint and 

graphics. It was a concept 

that was all production, 

but we wanted to go fur-

ther midway through the 

process.” –Nicho Vardis, 

Mopar Designer

Trailpass
T

he Jeep Trailpass is an example of what can be done with the 

all-new Jeep Compass Trailhawk. Under the hood is an efficient 

2.4L I-4 and a nine-speed automatic. A custom 1.5-inch lift boosts 

the Trailpass up to get a little more ground clearance and makes 

space for the 29.5-inch Continental all-terrain tires. The concept 

also features a set of Jeep Performance Parts rock rails, roof 

basket, and other goodies available for the Compass. The Trailpass 

doesn’t have the off-road prowess of a Wrangler, but being the 

Grand Cherokee’s littlest brother, it is very capable.

|> The interior of the Trailpass sports a full set of Katzkin leather covers with color-matched  

accents and stitching, all-weather slush mats, and cargo tray.

-> The Trailpass 

features a roof 

rack available 

through Jeep 

Performance 

Parts and would 

make a perfect 

accessory for 

those looking 

to get out on an 

adventure with-

out being too 

extreme.

<- The Trailpass is no hard-

core off-road vehicle, but 

it does have the Jeep heri-

tage built right into it and 

is quite capable thanks to 

the Trailhawk components 

as well as the custom 11⁄2-

inch lift and larger tires.

Conceptualize This!Feature
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MOAB  
MUST-HAVES

T
HE EASTER JEEP SAFARI IN 

Moab is the pinnacle of 

off-roading adventure. Near 

the end of the event, the 

two-day Jeep Expo, a vendor show, 

gives attendees an opportunity 

to get up close and personal with 

manufacturers and retailers that 

have cutting edge innovations for 

your off-road needs. 

Held the Thursday and Friday 

before Easter at the Old Spanish 

Trail Arena, the Jeep Expo brings 

in companies from all over the 

globe. Suspensions, tires, lights, 

winches, interior and exterior ac-

cessories as well as anything else 

you can image can be found in the 

rows of vendors. We went through 

the Jeep Expo at the 2017 Easter 

Jeep Safari and got info and photos 

of some of the coolest stuff. 

Feature

Cool products 
from the  

2017 Easter  
Jeep Safari  

vendor show
By Jake Headlee  editor@fourwheeler.com  Photos: Jake Headlee

|> ReadyLIFT Suspensions (readylift.com) recently 

launched a line of Jeep accessories including 

new billet door handles and adjustable billet grab 

handles for the front and rear of JK Wranglers.

<- New from Rigid 

Industries (rigidindus-

tries.com) is the Adapt 

lightbar. This lightbar is 

the next generation of 

lightbars and will change 

the way you light up your 

off-road adventures. 

The Adapt lightbar can 

adjust from spot to flood 

pattern with no mechan-

ics or moving parts. The 

controller allows you to 

adjust the pattern how-

ever you want as well as 

change the accent light 

color and set up eight 

presets. The unit can 

also be connected to the 

vehicle’s ECU to vary 

from spot to flood based 

on throttle position.
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<-|> Red Peak Off Road (redpeakoffroad.com) 

brought out its innovative and heavy-duty on-board 

vehicle camera system that can give you a much 

better view of the road, obstacles, and anything 

else in front or back of your vehicle. The system 

features aluminum materials, waterproof connec-

tors, and an infrared night-vision system.

|> Dynatrac (dynatrac.com) introduced the new Dynatrac Axle-Set exclusively for JK-based vehicles. There are 

three options; Elite, which comes with a paired up ProRock XD60 and 80 combo; the Hard Core which com-

bines front and rear ProRock 60s; and the Serious Performance package that includes a ProRock 44 and 60. 

Each set is designed for your level of wheeling and budget.

<- Skyjacker (sky-

jacker.com) has 

jumped full force 

into the coilover 

game to provide 

a pretuned and 

high-performance 

system that is 

ready to bolt on 

to any JK Wran-

gler. The Skyjack-

er LeDuc Series 

suspension sys-

tems utilize Fox 

coilovers com-

bined with Fox 

reservoir shocks 

and hydraulic 

bumpstops.

|> Bestop (bestop.com) brought out its brand-new 

Trektop NX Glide that eliminates zippers from the 

side windows. The new design allows for the win-

dows to be removed quickly and easily on an already 

premium soft top. Bestop also debuted the new 

RoughRider Tailgate Shelf that doubles as an easy 

workspace and temporary storage location.

|> Crawl King Portal Axles are the combination of efforts between EmWest Motor-

sports (emwestmotorsports.com) and AxleTech (axletech.com) and are a serious 

high-clearance solution for your vehicle. The base axle features oversized kingpin Cs; 

a high-clearance and high-pinion Dana 60 centersection; 35 spline chromoly axle-

shafts; and 31⁄2-inch-diameter, 1⁄2-inch-thick axletubes.

|> Trail repairs are never fun. However, with the 

help of a Stash Stand from Klinzmann Fabrication 

(klinzmannfabricationllc.com), they may not be as 

bad. The Stash Stand collapses down to make it far 

more travel ready. Built from 3⁄16-inch steel, each unit 

has a 4-ton suggested weight limit and has been 

tested up to 20,000 pounds.

|> Bead Assist De-

vice (B.A.D.) Wheels 

(badwheelsinc.com) 

are revolutionizing the 

beadlock wheel indus-

try. The company’s 

new Eklipse 17 wheel 

features an internal 

clamping system and 

uses a DOT-approved 

wheel design on the 

inner and outer lips. 

To protect the outer 

lip from damage, a 

sacrificial rock ring 

bolts onto the wheel 

and can be unbolted 

while the tire is in-

stalled and not affect 

drivability.
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Moab Must-HavesFeature

|> Let’s face it, factory lighting fails to provide enough usable light. AnzoUSA (anzousa.com) brought out a host 

of LED lighting accessories for Jeep Wranglers and many other vehicles. The company also introduced a new 

rechargeable battery-powered work lamp that pumps out a useful 800 lumens from a 10-watt LED array.

|> Bug Out Rack (bugoutrack.com) is in the process 

of launching its new rollbar-mounted rack that com-

plements the popular tire-mounted Bug Out Rack. 

Built by the same folks that created the Pull Pal, the 

design is extremely useful. The two sides of the “L” 

are different widths and can be flipped around to 

best suit your needs.

|> Superwinch (superwinch.com) is changing the winching game. The new U.S.–made EXP mid-frame winch 

includes built-in wireless control, power ports, steel or synthetic line, and a fully gasket-sealed housing

|> Dana (dana.com) has upped its game with the 

Ultimate 60 axle assemblies by adding the ARB Air 

Locker option. The Ultimate 60 features OEM quality 

in an ultra-heavy-duty package for superior strength 

and fitment.

|> Mountain Off Road Enterprises (M.O.R.E.) (moun-

tainoffroad.com) just launched its Retractable Roller 

Shade for JK Wranglers. The Roller Shade is a quick 

and easy way to go from shady to sunny while driv-

ing down the trail or road. The unit can be pulled 

forward to cover just the back seats or all the way to 

the windshield. 

|> Bushwacker (bushwacker.com) just released its 

new aluminum flares using 11⁄4-inch tubing. The flares 

extend out to give tire coverage while offering the rigid 

strength of a metal unit. Front sets include a side 

marker light to keep the vehicle legal on the road.

|> MetalCloak (metalcloak.com) is constantly build-

ing new innovative products. Recently, the company 

launched its new DB3 Rear Control Arm Correction 

Bracket kit for JK Wranglers. The system is a fully 

bolt-on solution to correct the angles of rear control 

arms, which improves ride and flexibility without 

needing to go to the extreme of a long-arm suspen-

sion system. 
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|> sPOD (4x4spod.com) is expanding upon its original 

proven design. The company’s eight-circuit SE sys-

tem can be used with the switch panel, touchscreen 

or programmable remote switch system, or any com-

bination thereof for up to 32 circuits.

<- AMP Research 

(amp-research.com) 

boosted the strength 

of its retractable 

side steps with the 

PowerStep Extreme. 

The power step uses 

a motor on each 

retractable arm to 

provide a more rug-

ged design that can 

handle heavy loads. 

Additionally, AMP 

added a pushbutton 

switch option for 

doorless vehicles. 

-> Rampage Prod-

ucts (rampage-

products.com) just 

launched its new 

steel half-doors. The 

door systems are 

fully adjustable at 

both the hinges and 

latch mechanisms 

and have provisions 

for a factory mirror 

to be installed. The 

webbing comes with 

the kit and is op-

tional to install for a 

more open feeling.

|> Pit Bull (pitbulltires.

com) launched its new 

PBX A/T Hardcore 

all-terrain tire. The 

aggressive all-terrain 

tire utilizes alternating 

lugs in a close pattern 

to reduce air cavita-

tion and lug slap on 

the ground all while 

being extremely grippy 

on the trail in dirt, 

mud, and snow. Cur-

rently only built in a 

true 35-inch-tall tire, 

Pit Bull plans to ex-

pand the size options.

|> Motive Gear (motivegear.com) brought out its new locking differential assemblies. 

The PowerTrax Grip Pro uses six helical cut gears and locks up stronger the more 

throttle you give the vehicle and releases when you back off like a true limited slip. 

Motive Gear also has the new PowerTrax Grip Lok. It’s a full-blown locker that is 100 

percent locked any time you are on the gas. FW

Thanks to our sponsors you can  

see more Moab coverage and videos at  

fourwheeler.com/moab-experience

Moab Must-HavesFeature
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|>John Mears, owner of Lost River 

Off-Road, is another frequenter of 

the Fullsize Invasion. His ’02 Ford 

Super Duty is set up for extreme 

overlanding, or “rocklanding” 

as we started calling it. ARBs, 

chromoly ’shafts, 40-inch Toyos, 

lots of armor, and a healthy 7.3L 

diesel allow John and his truck to 

see the world from a totally differ-

ent perspective than the average 

off-roader.

Large rigs prowl 
Gold Bar Rim at  
the 2017 Easter 
Jeep Safari
By Jake Headlee   

editor@fourwheeler.com  Photos: Jake Headlee

M
OAB IS GENERALLY CONSIDERED THE MECCA 

of Jeep culture. Every year, Moab’s Jeep 

population explodes exponentially the 

week leading up to Easter for the an-

nual Easter Jeep Safari hosted by the Red Rock 

4-Wheelers (rr4w.com). However, regardless of the 

event being called the Easter Jeep Safari, lots of 

non-Jeep vehicles join in the fun.

Years ago, Jerrod Jones (former editor of Off-

Road magazine), John Cappa (former editor of Four 

Wheeler magazine), and Stephen Watson (owner of 

Offroad Design) hatched a plan to get fullsize truck 

owners together during the popular week in Moab 

as a show of strength and solidarity in the big truck 

community, and Fullsize Invasion was born. That 

was six years ago, and the group has been steadily 

growing in popularity ever since.

For 2017, Fullsize Invasion did several runs 

during the week leading up to Easter. Several com-

panies joined in on the fullsize fun, too. Daystar 

(daystarweb.com), General Tire (generaltire.com), 

Offroad Design (offroaddesign.com), and Xtreme 

4x4 Tours (xtreme4x4tours.com) kicked in stickers, 

goodies, and swag for participants. 

We jumped in with the group and hit the ledges, 

stairsteps, and waterfalls of the Gold Bar Rim trail. 

The group contained Ford F-350s, Dodge Rams, 

various GM fullsize rigs, and many more. The Full-

size Invasion runs are a safe place, where anyone 

can run whatever they want, Jeeps included. No one 

is turned away.

To get even more Fullsize Invasion coverage, 

head over to fourwheeler.com or check out the 

Fullsize Invasion Facebook page (facebook.com/

fullsizeinvasion).

Feature

FULLSIZE  
 INVASION!

Brian Bohrer brought his ’96 Ram to Moab for its 

maiden voyage. Hazzard FabWorks of Spokane, Wash-

ington, custom built the rig for Brian with a custom 

long-arm link and Fox coilover suspension system 

front and rear, ¾-ton Dana 60s, full hydraulic PSC 

steering, Trailready beadlocks, and 42-inch BFGood-

rich Red Label Krawlers.
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<-David Hellman runs Xtreme 

4x4 Tours in Moab, so that 

even folks without a 4x4 rig 

can experience the Moab 

landscape the only way an 

off-road adventure can. David 

brought out one of his tour 

rigs to cruise around with the 

other fullsize rigs. Each of 

the Xtreme 4x4 Tour vehicles 

are outfitted with top-of-the-

line suspension components, 

drivetrain, and powertrain 

because failure is not an 

option.  

|>Moab is full of stairsteps, ledges, and waterfalls. 

The extra-long wheelbase of a fullsize rig comes in 

very handy on these obstacles, allowing the front and 

rear tires more space between them so they aren’t 

always hitting the obstacle at the same time.

-> Todd Farrand of Mercenary Offroad brought out a 

freshly built ’05 Ford Excursion to put it to the test. 

The Excursion is low-slung with a 4-inch lift and 

King 2.5 reservoir shocks and rides on Trailready 

beadlocks and 40-inch Toyo M/Ts. Beefed up with 

Mercenary Offroad Bumpers front and rear, Warn 

12,000-pound winch, and plenty of lighting, the Ford 

is definitely ready for some action. 

|>Also part of the Mercenary Offroad 

crew was this Jeep Wagoneer that bridg-

es the gap between fullsize and Jeep. 

Set up on 39-inch BFGoodrich Krawlers 

and 8-lug differentials, the Wagoneer 

also has a diesel powerplant stuffed un-

der the hood. 

<-The “run what you brung” attitude of 

Fullsize Invasion is no joke, it welcomes 

everything including this heavily modified 

GM Crew Cab on 40-inch Interco tires.



->Vintage trucks can play too. When it comes to 

wheeling capability a rig needs to be strong and reli-

able, both of which this GMC was.

|>Rockstar Kustomz is all about making a statement. 

This GM tow rig has been completely refreshed in 

every aspect. 

<|This Chevy Suburban is a frequent Fullsize Invasion 

(FSI) member and has participated on the FSI trail 

runs for many years. The extremely capable rig is 

able to carry everything you need and then some.

<-The Dodge Ram is a great candidate for building a 

fullsize rockcrawler. Strong frames, coil and link front 

suspension, and strong motors combine to give the 

perfect starting point. Add some extra goodies like 

this 5.9L-powered Ram 1500 and you’re ready to go.
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<-BDS Suspension debuted their ’17 Ford Super Duty 

at the 2016 SEMA Show and brought it out to Moab 

to get it dirty. The truck rides on a BDS 6-inch four-

link conversion with Fox 2.5 coilovers with remote-

reservoir shocks. For traction, the big Ford uses a 

set of 38x13.50 Nitto Trail Grapplers mounted on 

20-inch KMC wheels. FW

Fullsize Invasion!Feature

|>Stephen Watson of Offroad Design is one of the 

founding members of Fullsize Invasion. For 2017, he 

brought his trusty GM truck and led a large portion of 

the trail run. The combination of bulletproof compo-

nents and excellent driver skill allowed Stephen to go 

over any trail obstacles he wanted.
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Thanks to our sponsors you can  

see more Moab coverage and videos at  

fourwheeler.com/moab-experience

HIGHMARK FLARES

PREMIUM FRONT BUMPER DIFFERENTIAL COVERSDUALSPORT SUSPENSION

ALUMINUM WHEELS HEAT REDUCTION HOOD

A E V – C O N V E R S I O N S . C O M

DESIGNED TO INSPIRE.

BUILT TO PERFORM.
AMERICAN EXPEDITION VEHICLES has been known for ingenuity 

and manufacturing excellence in the Jeep world for nearly 20 years. 

Now Ram owners can get the same level of quality and performance 
with AEV’s ever expanding product line for Ram Heavy Duty Trucks. OE 

level engineering and distinctive styling combine to create the most 

inspiring trucks on or off the road.
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The adventures of a man and his 1949 Willys pickup at 
the 2017 Easter Jeep Safari
By Verne Simons  editor@fourwheeler.com  Photos: Hunter Amaya, Mary Hamilton, Brooke Smith at Quadratec, and Verne Simons

Feature

G
ETTING TO GO TO MOAB FOR EASTER JEEP 

Safari (EJS) is without a doubt one of 

the perks to an off-road magazine tech 

editor’s job. Why this is true really 

ought to be totally obvious to anyone out there 

in Four Wheeler land, but if it’s not, allow us to 

clarify: Generally our job is a fun one. Many of 

us in the industry have converted a hobby into a 

career, and that has good sides and bad. On the 

good side, you almost always get to do some-

thing you enjoy. On the bad side, you find your-

self “working” way more than anyone should 

work. Of course it’s mostly fun work, but it’s 

still work and it can be easy to get burned out 

on doing what you love. Also, the folks that 

send a check usually know that they’ve got you 

hooked. You’d be doing this if they send a pay-

check or not. (Please keep sending paychecks, it 

makes buying parts much easier…err, we mean 

it’s really for Verne’s kids’ sake, so they can eat 

food and not just gnaw on 4x4 parts.)

One time of the year when it’s really easy to 

wake up, rush to get ready to work, and work 

all day until you can hardly stand up anymore 

is when we are in Moab for EJS. At its worst, 

this job during EJS means using a camera to 

watch someone else in a cool 4x4 hit some of the 

world’s best off-road trails. Or maybe the worst 

thing is writing about that exact thing late at 

night after a long day and an early morning. All 

in all, it’s not too shabby of a gig if you can get it 

and keep enough money to eat (instead of buying 

more off-road parts). At its best, this job during 

VERNE’S MOAB EX

Photo: Brooke Smith at Quadratec
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EJS involves wheeling your own rig with friends 

on some of the world’s best off-road trails. Some-

times you get stuck, sometimes you break, but 

either way you are still in Moab, the weather is 

(typically) great, friends are close by, and if you 

can’t fix your rig chances are you can get it off 

the trail and hop in with a buddy. 

Now that we’ve told you the perks of being a 

magazine tech editor during EJS, how about we 

delve a bit farther into the adventure that is one 

tech editor’s trip to this iconic off-road event in 

this iconic off-road town? Four Wheeler Tech 

Editor Verne Simons first went to Moab in 2001 

as a young and excited feature editor working 

for our sister book, the Jeep-only Jp Magazine. 

Since then, Verne has been back many times 

both during EJS and on other trips to Moab 

(including one where he eloped to Moab and 

was married to his beautiful wife in Moab’s 

town hall). One way or another Verne always 

manages to have an adventure in Moab, and in 

2017 he hauled his eclectic ’49 Willys pickup 

to Moab for EJS and had a fairly mechanical 

failure-free trip (for Verne). The Jeep is a Jp 

Magazine project vehicle (Google; Jp Magazine 

Wicked Willys) with 1-ton axles, a stretched ’97 

Wrangler frame, 42-inch BFGoodrich tires, an 

NP435 granny-geared transmission, dual trans-

fer cases, a fire-breathing 505ci stroker Dodge 

big-block engine, and so on and so forth. Want 

to see what adventures Verne had? Want to live 

vicariously through him and imagine the fun he 

had at EJS 2017? Read on loyal reader, read on.

|>Near the top of the mesa the Dodge 

big-block stuttered and stalled on a 

climb and wouldn’t start. It seemed 

like vapor lock. The truck has fuel 

injection, so this isn’t supposed to hap-

pen, but the FI is fed with fuel via the 

engine-driven fuel pump, and also the 

fuel filter was pretty jammed up with 

junk. So with a new fuel filter installed 

and the truck a bit cooler (from being 

off for 10-15 minutes), the 505 cubes 

fired back up and carried the Jeep and 

Verne to the top of the mesa. 

3

<|The top of the mesa on Poi-

son Spider Mesa trail is an 

amazing place with incred-

ible views. We especially love 

the red sandy rocks visible 

between the mesa and the La 

Sal Mountains. These rocks 

look like something from an-

other world. 

4

|>Day three took Verne and the big Willys up Moab’s 

most famous off-road trail, Hell’s Revenge. Just up 

the hill from downtown Moab, Hell’s Revenge is in 

the Sand Flats Recreation Area. The trail is unlike 

almost any other trail in the world. It’s basically a 

skate park for 4x4s. Right off the bat, just beyond 

the parking lot at the head of the trail, you have to 

drive up this sandstone fin. From there, there are 

several steep climbs that give this trail its unique 

rollercoaster feel. 

5

|>We, as magazine employees, usually get snide remarks when we trailer our rigs to off-road 

events, and we understand why. Verne generally likes driving all of his project vehicles as 

much as possible, and a very thirsty high-compression big-block might be what would keep 

most from driving this Jeep the distance, but that’s not the case. Unfortunately for the folks 

in accounting, Verne could expense the high-octane fuel for the trip (although he may not 

have a job for long afterwards), but the big Willys also wears hard to find and expensive 42-

inch BFGoodrich Krawler T/A KX tires designed to stick to rocks and not provide the best 

treadwear for long road trips. So, on the trailer Wicked Willys went. 

1

|>The drive to Moab was uneventful (which was just fine with Verne). Day 

Two started with Verne itching to get some slickrock under the tires of the 

Willys truck. Up first, he headed to Poison Spider Mesa, an awesome trail 

just up Potash Road on the north end of Moab. Poison Spider Mesa is a 

long trail, but folks frequently do the first part from the road to the top of 

the mesa. This part of the trail has a few fun obstacles but can be done 

in a nearly stock 4x4 with a competent driver. Lockers, big tires, and flexy 

suspension allow the harder lines to be attempted.

2

PERIENCE
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Verne’s Moab ExperienceFeature

|>The big Willys truck is just right for all but the hardest obstacles on Hell’s Revenge. With a long wheelbase, wide 

axles, a relatively low center of gravity, and huge tires that grab the rocks with abandon, the only hard obstacle we 

didn’t try was the big hot tub known as the Car Wash. Hell’s Gate, Mickey’s Hot Tub, The Escalator, and Tip Over 

Challenge are all a breeze in the big dumb truck. 

Photo: Hunter Amaya
6 |>And of course the big dumb truck got hot and 

did its vapor lock after climbing Escalator. It’s 

all part of the ambiance of driving a powerful, 

capable, yet vintage, 4x4 on some of America’s 

finest off-road trails. Your new JK may seem 

nice, but this is what four-wheeling is all about. 

7

|>By the next day Verne was all off kilter because nothing on 

the Willys had broken. Fixing stuff in the parking lot at Moab is 

a long-honored tradition, so when nothing needed to be fixed 

Verne called up the folks at Premier Power Welder and talked 

them into helping him disable an otherwise mostly functional 

rig. The Willys has always suffered from a low amp alternator and 

Premier Power Welder had the perfect solution that only required 

a little backyard fabrication and modification to fit. With the new 

Premier Power Welder alternator the electric fans can more than 

keep up with the hot engine, fuel injection, winch, and more.

8

|>One of the tasks that the tech editor at a magazine like Four Wheeler undertakes at an event 

like Moab is to go on corporate-sponsored runs to kiss hands and shake babies. It’s a great time to 

check out new parts, new rigs, and get to know folks in the industry better. Our next day was spent 

on a super-secret trail north of Moab with the folks from Skyjacker Suspensions. The trail was awe-

some with cool slickrock climbs and descents intermixed with sand dunes.

Photo: Brooke Smith at Quadratec
9

|>This optional line was big and silly, much like Verne’s Wil-

lys truck. Why not attack it with reckless abandon? Verne 

was one of two people to try this descent along with our trail 

guide and buddy Clifton Slay who also did this drop in his 

nice blue LJ. Both left a little paint on the rocks. 

Photo: Mary Hamilton
10

<-Day Five (or was it Day 

Six?) was the 4 Wheel Parts 

corporate run on Cliffhang-

er trail and Verne jumped at 

the chance. Cliffhanger is a 

fun trail just off Kane Creek 

Road outside of Moab. 

The trail gets fun fast and 

climbs up to an amazing 

cliff that you have to drive 

over. It’s not for the faint 

of heart, or anyone afraid 

of heights because the 

heights on this trail “ain’t 

no joke.”

11
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SOURCES 
Area BFE
719/821-3818, areabfe.com

Premier Power Welder
800/541-1817, premierpowerwelder.com

Quadratec (photography)
800/743-4927, quadratec.com

<-Wednesday morning, Verne’s friend and the 

former editorial director of Four Wheeler, Cole 

Quinnell, conned Verne into re-welding an anti-

wrap bar onto his flatfender’s fluted Dynatrac rear 

axle. Having a friend with a garage and welder in 

Moab is awesome, Danny “Grandpa” Grimes is 

that friend for many folks in the off-road industry. 

When Danny isn’t hosting an industry party at 

Grandpa’s Garage he’s helping out-of-towners with 

broken rigs get fixed. Verne and Cole owe Danny 

a great big thank you! If you don’t know Danny, 

the folks at Moab 4x4 Outpost (M4O) are also ex-

tremely helpful when something breaks down.

12

->Verne’s last day in Moab was spent 

shooting features and goofing off out 

at Area BFE, a privately owned off-road 

park just south of Moab. The area is 

home to some big rocks and some awe-

some trails such as Green Day, Black-

out, Britney Speer, and the famous 

Helldorado trail. Also just inside the 

park entrance is the comp area where 

anyone in just about any 4x4 can have 

fun. Area BFE charges no fees to use 

the property but donations are always welcome.

13

->Moab is also a great place to grab some food. 

That may be because we’re always working 

hard in Moab, but from the food truck “Hey 

You Hungry” at Area BFE to Milt’s Stop & Eat, 

the Moab Diner, Moab Brewery, and many 

others, there is a ton of good food to be had in 

this awesome vacation town. 

15

Photo: Trent McGee

14

Did we mention that Verne got to goof off 

a bit at Area BFE? The big Willys is a ball 

of fun in the comp area at the park. There 

are a ton of different lines to try.

Thanks to our sponsors you can  

see more Moab coverage and videos at  

fourwheeler.com/moab-experience
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ALTITUDE  
BREEDS ATTITUDE

L
ET’S FACE IT, IN A WORLD CHOCK-FULL OF FORD SUPER DUTYS, A LOT OF OWNERS 

want their truck to stand out from the rest of the crowd. So while thou-

sands of Blue Oval loyalists lined up to get their hands on Ford’s rede-

signed ’17 model, enthusiasts—as they always do—immediately set 

out to add their own unique touches to these brand-new behemoths. Thanks 

to one dyed-in-the-wool Ford fanatic, this ’17 F-350 Platinum didn’t make it 

a week before going under the knife at Flynn’s Shop in Alexander, Illinois.

Ready to Go
Although the owner was eager to improve the truck’s stance, curb ap-

peal, and off-road capability in one fell swoop, there was one catch: the 

truck had to maintain the same plush ride quality it left the factory with. 

To deliver on all of the above criteria, the guys at Flynn’s reached out to 

ReadyLIFT Suspensions for one of its 31⁄2-inch SST lift kits. With compo-

nents guaranteed to never wear, break, or fail, enough lift height to clear 

37-inch-tall tires and the promise of maintaining the factory ride quality, 

ReadyLIFT’s system fit the bill perfectly.

Affordable, Functional, and Durable
In business since 2006, ReadyLIFT Suspensions’ goal has always 

been to develop economical yet innovative suspension systems that 

allow clearance for larger wheel and tire combinations, provide a “lev-

eled” stance, and maintain factory ride and handling characteristics. By 

accomplishing everything the folks at Flynn’s Shop needed it to, we’d 

say the bang-for-the-buck factor is exceptionally strong with Ready-

LIFT’s 31⁄2-inch SST lift kit. The 100 percent bolt-on nature of the sub-

$700 system makes for an easy install, the burliness of many of the parts 

reassured us they would last, and the finished product performs as ad-

vertised—there was absolutely no change in ride quality. Follow along 

as we spotlight key points during the five-hour installation.

ReadyLIFT Suspensions 3 1⁄2-inch lift for 2017 Super Dutys
By Mike McGlothlin  editor@fourwheeler.com  Photos: Mike McGlothlin

Tech
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1. ReadyLIFT Suspensions’ 31⁄2-inch SST lift kit (PN 

69-2736) comes with everything you need to make 

a single-rear-wheel ’17 F-350 clear 37-inch tires, 

although this particular truck would eventually be fit 

with 35-inch tread. Thanks to Ford’s retention of a 

solid front axle and coil spring suspension, installing 

this system on a ’17-newer F-350 is about as straight-

forward as it gets, and all components are bolt-on.

2. Using a transmission jack to support the front axle 

(and with jack stands positioned under the front of 

each radius arm), Chad Flynn of Flynn’s Shop got 

started by installing the radius arm drop brackets. 

In order to align the mounting holes that connect 

the drop brackets to the radius arms, Flynn used an 

additional transmission jack to (gently) lift up on the 

tie-rod assembly.

4

3

6

5

3. The beauty of the ReadyLIFT system is that the 

radius arm drop brackets keep the radius arms 

positioned at the factory angle. It’s worth mentioning 

that Flynn refrained from tightening all radius arm 

fasteners until the truck was back on the ground, 

later in the day.

4. ReadyLIFT’s cast-iron, OEM-style track bar drop 

bracket is a solid piece and features a 1-inch differ-

ence in its center point when compared to the factory 

bracket. One tip not mentioned in the installation 

instructions is to break the track bar loose prior to 

lifting the truck in the air, as it comes torqued to 

more than 400 lb-ft from the factory.

5. Before the factory coil springs could be removed, 

the axlehousing vent, 4x4 vacuum line, and brake 

line brackets were disconnected. From there, Flynn 

removed the bottom shock mounting bolts, lowered 

the axle to relieve tension on the coil springs, and 

fellow technician, Jake Bosie, lent a helping hand in 

removing the coil springs from the truck.

6. In the ReadyLIFT kit, a steel spacer and sound 

isolator is installed on top of the factory coil springs 

to provide the 31⁄2 inches of added ride height, 

and—in conjunction with the use of the stock rubber 

isolators—is part of the reason why the factory ride 

quality is retained. The supplied urethane isolators 

sit on top of each coil spring spacer to cut down on 

rattle, vibration, and other potential sources of noise.

2

1
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Altitude Breeds AttitudeTech

SOURCES
Flynn’s Shop
217/478-3811

Fuel Off-Road Wheels
fueloffroad.com

ReadyLIFT Suspensions
877/759-9991, readylift.com

Toyo Tire
800/442-8696, toyotires.com

7

8

9

10

11

7. To compensate for the added height atop the coil 

springs, ReadyLIFT supplies shock extensions. Flynn 

coaxed them into place via rubber mallet and then 

secured the factory shocks to them using the sup-

plied Grade 8 hardware.

8. The sway bar drop brackets in the ReadyLIFT 

kit are designed to lower the factory sway bar to 

compensate for the lift, but they also move the sway 

bar forward. The drop brackets attach to the frame 

using the factory hardware, while ReadyLIFT supplies 

the Grade 8 bolts, washers, and nuts that secure the 

sway bar to the drop brackets.

9. After breaking the shocks free from the rear axle, 

Flynn loosened all U-bolts but left the driver side 

assembled, albeit loose (for stability purposes), while 

working on the passenger side. When it came time 

to pull the factory block, Flynn lowered the axle just 

enough to remove it, and took care not to overextend 

the brake and ABS lines.

10. Here you can see the 1-inch difference between 

the ReadyLIFT 4-inch block (left) and factory 3-inch 

block (right). It’s worth nothing that longbed ’17 

F-350s come with a flat 3-inch block like the one 

shown here, but shortbed ’17 F-350s come equipped 

with a tapered 3-inch block from the factory. This 

is because longbed models utilize a two-piece 

driveshaft, whereas the shortbed model uses a one-

piece. The tapered factory block is used on shortbed, 

one-piece driveshaft configurations to accommodate 

the different pinion angle.

11. Another feature reserved solely for longbed model 

(two-piece driveshaft) F-350 Super Dutys is a carrier 

bearing spacer (arrow). The spacer simply drops the 

rear section of the driveshaft approximately 3⁄4-inch to 

keep the pinion angle happy.

12. Thanks to the 31⁄2-inch increase in front ride 

height, a set of 35/12.50R22 Toyo Open Country 

M/T’s have plenty of clearance. The mud slingers are 

mounted to 22x12-inch Fuel Off-Road Wheels Forged 

FF19 polished wheels. fw

12



ALL-NEW  

Introducing the all-new GEOLANDAR M/T G003.™ Its intimidating good looks do far more than 
get you noticed. This tire is built to dominate with rock-solid GEO-SHIELD™ technology that 
delivers strength, crushing performance and merciless traction. 

TOUGHER 

HARDER 

FARTHER

 All performance results are based on third-party commissioned tests using a pick-up truck equipped with LT265/70R17 LR E tires. Tires were tested against other leading brands 
under controlled conditions and at various speeds. The data reported at 40 mph for wet braking and 44 mph for interior noise. Individual results may vary depending on vehicle 
type, tire maintenance, driving style and road condition. For complete test results write to Yokohama Tire Corporation at 1 MacArthur Place, Suite 800, Santa Ana, CA, 92707.

8% LONGER TREAD LIFE STOPS 51’ SHORTER ON WET ROADS2.3 dB QUIETER ON THE ROAD

© 2017 Yokohama Tire Corporation
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FREE Shipping when you order today and pick up at any store

To fi nd a store near you: www.4wheelparts.com/stores

Order or speak to an expert: 800.284.9426 
Don’t See it here? Visit: www.4WheelParts.com
Find A Store Near You: 4WheelParts.com/stores
We Install Everything We Sell!

LIFE IS 
BETTER 
OFF-ROADª

Financing Available 
Through 4 Wheel Parts 
and Car Care One.
For More Details:

www.4WheelParts.com/finance
* Programs subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly 
payments required. 

VALID THRU

SUSPENSION   2017 SUSPENSION KITS AVAILABLE! CALL US FOR DETAILS ON YOUR RIDE!

LIGHTING 

WE CARRY ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS OF SUSPENSION 

SYSTEMS, LEVEL AND LIFT KITS, AND SHOCKS. 

BUMPERS Bumpers/EXTERIOR Winches

XRC GEN 2 
WINCHES – 9500 LBS.

&ƌŽŵ�$299.99�^/�9ϳϰ9ϱ

X2O GEN 2 WINCHES
• Waterproof

•�,ĞĂƚ�ƌĞĚƵĐŝŶŐ�ĞŶĚ�ĐĂƉ

&ƌŽŵ�$399.99�^/�9ϳϱϭϬ

FRONT/REAR
FLOOR LINERS
&ƌŽŵ�$79.99 
t��ϰϰϱϰϮϮ

Tops And Accessories

SMITTYBILT 
JK ATLAS REAR 
BUMPER
•���ĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚĞƐ�
Ă�ϯϳ”�Ɵ�ƌĞ

•��DĂŶƵĨĂĐƚƵƌĞĚ�
ĨƌŽŵ�ϯ/ϭϲΗ�ĐŽůĚ�ƌŽůůĞĚ�ƐƚĞĞů

Ϭϳ-ϭϲ�tƌĂŶŐůĞƌ�$999.99�^/�ϳϲ89ϲ

ELITE SERIES FRONT 
BUMPER WITH 
GRILLE GUARD

Ϭϳ-ϭϲ�:<�$766.99 t�Z8ϳϳϱϬ

BRAWLER LITE FRONT 
BUMPER WITH 
SHACKLE TABS 
AND BRAWLER BAR 
IN BARE STEEL
•��&ĞĂƚƵƌĞƐ�ƌĞĐĞƐƐĞĚ�
ďƵĐŬĞƚƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŽƵŶƚ�
the factory fog lamps

Ϭϳ-ϭϲ�:<�$639.99�W^�ϭϳ-ϱ9-ϬϭϬ-��

POISON SPYDER 
CRUSHER FLARES
•���ŽǀĞƌĂŐĞ�ƵƉ�ƚŽ�
Ă�ϰϬ”�Ɵ�ƌĞ

•���ǀĂŝůĂďůĞ�ŝŶ��ĂƌĞ�
^ƚĞĞů�Žƌ��ůƵŵŝŶƵŵ

&ƌŽŵ�$495.99 Pr.�W^�ϭϳ-Ϭϱ-ϬϭϬ

FLAT STYLE FENDER FLARE
•�K��ŵĂƩ�Ğ�ďůĂĐŬ

•�Ϭϳ-ϭϲ�:<�ϰ��ŽŽƌ

&ƌŽŵ $599.99��/tϭϬ9ϭ8-Ϭϳ

RECOVERY STRAPS  

ϮϬŬ�ůďƐ�Ϯ”ǆϮϬ’�$29.99 Ea�^/���ϮϮϬ
ϮϬŬ�ůďƐ�Ϯ”ǆϯϬ’�$34.99 Ea�^/���ϮϯϬ
ϯϬŬ�ůďƐ�ϯ”ǆϯϬ’��$39.99 Ea�^/���ϯϯϬ

SMITTYBILT D RINGS

�ŝŶĐ���ZŝŶŐ�$12.99 Ea�^/�ϭϯϬϰϳ

�ůĂĐŬ���ZŝŶŐ�$12.99 Ea�^/�ϭϯϬϰϳ�

WARN 
MEDIUM-DUTY 
ACCESSORY KIT

$208.99�t�Z889ϬϬ

Interior Accessories

SMITTYBILT BOWLESS TOPS

Ϭϳ-ϭϲ�:<�Ϯ��ƌ.�$399.99�^/�9ϬϳϯϮϯϱ

Ϭϳ-ϭϲ�:<�ϰ��ƌ.�$449.99�^/�9Ϭ8ϯϮϯϱ

CLOAK EXTENDED MESH TOP

&ƌŽŵ�$59.99 ^/�9ϱϲϬϬ

OVERLANDER TENT  

Tent $899.99�^/�Ϯϳ8ϯ
>ĂĚĚĞƌ��ǆƚĞŶƐŝŽŶ $49.99
^/�Ϯϳ8ϱ

BEDRUG FLOOR LINERS FOR JK

&ƌŽŵ�$190.99�����Z:<Ϭϳ&Ϯ

Now available for CJ-7, YJ, TJ & JK!

SPORT HANDLES

^ƉŽƌƚ�$9.99 Pr ^/�ϳϲ9ϮϬϭ

�ĞůƵǆĞ�^ƉŽƌƚ�$14.99 Pr�^/�ϳϲ9ϯϬϭ

�ǆƚƌĞŵĞ�^ƉŽƌƚ�$19.99 Pr�^/�ϳϲ9ϯϭϬ

SECURITY 
STEREO 
FLOOR 
CONSOLE 

$99.99 ^/�ϯϭϳϭϱ

SECURE LOCK 
BOX & SLEEVE
�ŝŵĞŶƐŝŽŶƐ:�8.Ϯϱ”ǆ�
9.Ϯϱ”�ǆ�ϯ”

>ŽĐŬ��Žǆ��$74.99 
^/�Ϯϳϰϲ

>ŽĐŬ��Žǆ�^ůĞĞǀĞ�

$24.99 
^/�Ϯϳϰϲ-Ϭϭ

Extreme Sport Deluxe Sport

WARN 
ZEON 
PLATINUM 
WINCH

&ƌŽŵ�$1499.99�t�Z9Ϯ8ϭϬ

SAVE UP 
TO $900
ǁŝƚŚ�ƉƵƌĐŚĂƐĞ�ŽĨ�ƐĞůĞĐƚ�ŚĞĂĚ�ƵŶŝƚƐ�
ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƌĞĂƌ�ǀŝĞǁ�ĐĂŵĞƌĂ.

,ĞĂĚ�hŶŝƚ�$3499.99 ALPX109-WRA

ZĞĂƌ��ĂŵĞƌĂ $399.99 
ALPHCE-TCAM1-WRA

FAB FOURS FRONT GRUMPER 
• Ϭϳ-ϭϲ�:ĞĞƉΠ�tƌĂŶŐůĞƌ�Θ�tƌĂŶŐůĞƌ�hŶůŝŵŝƚĞĚ�:<
&ƌŽŵ�$1430.99�&&/'ZϭϬϬϬ-ϭ

M-1 FENDER FLARES
•Paintable

•�EŽ�Ěƌŝůů�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟ�ŽŶ

•�,ĂƌĚǁĂƌĞ�ŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚ

$399.99�^/�ϭϳϮ9Ϭ

EXTANG SOLID FOLD 2.0

&ƌŽŵ�$849.99 yd'8ϯϰϳϱ

From $32.99 EXP120500   

PRO COMP BLACK 
SERIES SHOCKS 
AND COILOVERS

$174.99��yW�yϯϬϮϰ

WE CARRY A FULL LINE 
OF HEADLAMP SOLUTIONS!

DUALLY LED $189.99 pr.�Z/'ϮϬϮϭϭ

LED SPORT LIGHTS

^ƉŽƚ��$139.99 pr. 
�yWϳϲϰϬϳW

&ůŽŽĚ��$139.99 pr. 
�yWϳϲϰϬϲW

TRAILMASTER LIGHT BARS
7.5 Inch  T/MTM750 $49.99

13.5 Inch  T/MTM135 $79.99

21.5 Inch  T/MTM215 $109.99

50 Inch  T/MTM500 $249.99

SUNRIDER 
FOR 
HARDTOP

�ůŬ�dǁŝůů�$699.99
�^dϱϮϰϱϬ-ϭϳ

�ůŬ��ŝĂŵŽŶĚ�$599.99
�^dϱϮϰϱϬ-ϯϱ

BAKFLIP MX4 TONNEAU

&ƌŽŵ�$899.99 �</ϰ8ϭϮϬ

Pro Comp Suspension Kits

2017 F250 4X4 NEW! 4” Stage I EXPK4201B $1124.99

15-17 F-150 4WD  6” Stage I Kit w/ ES Shocks  EXPK4189B  $1782.99

11-16 F-250 4WD 6” Stage I Kit w/ ES Shocks  EXPK4175B  $1124.99
14-16 Chevy 1500 6” EXPK1164B $1683.99

11-17 Chevy 2500 2/4WD  6” Knuckle Kit w/ ES Shocks  EXPK1085B  $1807.99

15-17 Ram 1500 4WD 6” Stage I Kit w/ ES  EXPK2101B $1868.99

07-16 Tundra 2/4WD 7” Stage I Kit w/ ES EXPK5085B $1828.99

07-17 JK 4-Door   3.5” Lift EXPK3100B  $711.99

Rancho Suspension Kits Lift Part # Price

15-17 F150 4WD 6”  RANRS66501B $1580.96

15-17 F150 4WD 4”  RANRS66500B $1580.96

14-17 GM 1500 4”  RANRS66301B $1795.95

Skyjacker Suspension Kits  

07-17 Jeep JK 4”  SKYJK40BPH $697.99

07-17 Jeep JK 2.5”  SKYJK25BPH $490.99

97-06 Jeep TJ 4”  SKYTJ401BPH $619.99

Fabtech Suspension Kits Lift Part # Price

2017 F250/F350 4WD NEW! 4”  FABK2213 $793.95

11-17 GM 2500HD 4”  FABK1055 $1123.99

07-17 GM 1500 w/ Steel 4”  FABK1059 $672.99

Daystar Suspension/Leveling Kits  

07-17 Jeep JK 1.75”  DAYKJ09137BK $159.99

15-17 Jeep Renegade NEW! 1.50”  DAYKJ09168BK $399.99

09-17 F-150 2.0”  DAYKF09124BK $99.99

RIGID INDUSTRIES RADIANCE
ϮϬΗ�ĂŵďĞƌ�ďĂĐŬ-ůŝŐŚƚ�$227.99 Z/'ϮϮϬϬϰ

RIGID DUALLY 
SIDE SHOOTER - 
LED FLOOD
$284.99 Z/'ϮϲϮϭϭ

XRC GEN2 FRONT 
BUMPER W/ WINCH 
PLATE - BLACK 
TEXTURED

$699.99�^/�ϳϲ8Ϭϳ

Limited 

Time Offer.

RIGID ADAPT 10” BAR
•�^ĞůĞĐƚĂďůĞ�ďĞĂŵ�ƉĂƩ�ĞƌŶ

$788.99 Z/'ϮϭϬϰϭ



Don’t See it here? Visit: www.4wp.com
Speak to an Expert: 800.284.9426
FREE Truck or Jeep Catalog, Visit: 4WheelParts.com/catalog

TIRES   WE CARRY A HUGE INVENTORY. CALL FOR PACKAGE DEALS!

Accessories

PERFORMANCE   AIR INTAKES, PROGRAMMERS, EXHAUST AND MORE

*Some intake systems and programmers are not legal for sale or use on any pollution controlled vehicle in California or states adopting California emission procedures. Call for more information. 

ORPS & ROCK KRAWLER 
HIGH CLEARANCE SERIES
•��ůĂĐŬ�^ĞƌŝĞƐ�Žī�ĞƌƐ�Ă�ĚŝƐƟ�ŶĐƚ�ůŽŽŬ

$544.99 D/&ϭϱϭϲϬ

WHEELS   WE HAVE THE HOTTEST STYLES!

Come See Us At:

79 
STORES IN NORTH AMERICA
SERVICE SPECIAL: ALIGNMENTS FROM $69.99*
*Plus Parts (4x4 Vehicles $10 More)

ARCTIC FRIDGE/FREEZER

$799.99�^/�Ϯϳ89

EPS INVERTER GENERATOR
•��ϮϲϬϬ�tĂƩ��ŵĂǆ�ŽƵƚƉƵƚ,�

Ϯ,ϯϬϬ�ĐŽŶƟ�ŶƵŽƵƐ

$849.99�^/�Ϯϳ8ϲ

DIFFERENTIAL COVERS

&ƌŽŵ�$108.99 
'/ϮϰϬ-ϮϬϯϭ�>

Drivetrain
ª

LOCKERS

&ƌŽŵ�$271.99 WdyϭϲϮϬ->Z

GEAR PACKAGES

&ƌŽŵ�$596.96
</d�ϯϱ�ϯϬϰϱϲd:

AD
 C

OD
E:

 4
W

LR
09

17

JK OUTLAW EXHAUST KIT
•��ǆůĞ-ďĂĐŬ�ĞǆŚĂƵƐƚ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ

•���ŐŐƌĞƐƐŝǀĞ�ĞǆƚĞƌŝŽƌ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽĚĞƌĂƚĞ�

ŝŶƚĞƌŝŽƌ�ĞǆŚĂƵƐƚ�ƚŽŶĞ

ϭϮ-ϭϳ�:<�$499.99 &>t8ϭϳϳϱϮ

REAR CORE 44 ASSEMBLY
&ƌŽŵ�$3499.99 '/Ϯ�ϰ:DZϰϱϲDWϱ

FRONT CORE 44 ASSEMBLY
&ƌŽŵ�$4299.99�'/Ϯ�ϰ:D&>ϰϱϲDWϱ

1 CLICK EXTREME TRUCK 
AND TOW BRAKE KIT
•��/ŶĐůƵĚĞƐ�ŵĂƚĐŚŝŶŐ�ƌŽƚŽƌƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉĂĚƐ

&ƌŽŵ�$385.96�W^d<ϭ9Ϭϲ-ϯϲ

Denver, CO July 8-9
Long Beach, CA July 22-23
Atlanta, GA Aug 5-6
Orlando, FL Aug 12-13

 Trail Grappler Open Country MT Open Country R/T KO2 KM2 Colbalt MT RAZR MT Baja ATZ P3 Baja MTZ P3 Sport AT Xtreme MT2

60,000 Mile 
Treadwear Warranty

40,000 Mile 
Treadwear Warranty

NIGHTHAWK LIGHT BROW

ZĂǁ�&ƌŽŵ: $179.99
hE�E,ϭϬϬϭ

WĂŝŶƚĞĚ�&ƌŽŵ: $229.99
hE�E,ϭϬϬϭ-Wtϳ

WE DO BRAKES 
�^���ĞƌƟ�Į�ĞĚ�
�ƌĂŬĞ�/ŶƐƚĂůůĂƟ�ŽŶ

CALL FOR 
SPECIAL 
PRICING

F5 FLASHPAQ*

$369.99 ^�/ϭ8ϰϱ

TRAIL DASH 2
•�ϮϬϭϱ-ϭϲ�:<�EŽǁ��ǀĂŝůĂďůĞ�              

$599.99 ^�/ϰϮϬϱϭ

MAX ENERGY 
2.0 POWER 
PROGRAMMER
•��>ĂƌŐĞƌ�ďĂĐŬůŝƚ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶ�

•��YƵŝĐŬ�Θ�ĞĂƐǇ�ŶĂǀŝŐĂƟ�ŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�
ƐŝŵƉůĞ�ŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƟ�ŽŶ/ƚƵŶŝŶŐ/ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐ�

$349.99�,zWϮϮϬϬ

K&N 
AIR INTAKES*
•�'ƵĂƌĂŶƚĞĞĚ�ƚŽ�ŐĂŝŶ�,ŽƌƐĞƉŽǁĞƌ
•�<ΘE�DŝůůŝŽŶ�DŝůĞ�>ŝŵŝƚĞĚ�tĂƌƌĂŶƚǇ�

K/N63-3082 14-17 Silverado 5.3L/6.2L $254.99

K/N63-9039 16-17 Toyota Tacoma 3.5L $251.99

K/N63-1566 12-17 Jeep JK 3.6L $305.99

MAX ENERGY 
2.0 POWER 
PROGRAMMEREVOLUTION CTS2 FOR GAS

•  Performance tuning for 

ŵŝůĞĂŐĞ,�ƚŽǁŝŶŐ,�ĚĂŝůǇ�
ĚƌŝǀŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞ

$599.99���'8ϱϰϱϬ

�&ƌŽŵ $261.99�K�zϯϰ/ϳ8-W�ϭϱϬϬ�d

ODYSSEY 
PERFORMANCE 
BATTERIES

LRG 112 FADE
�ůĂĐŬ�^ĂƟ�Ŷ��ůĂĐŬ�DŝůůĞĚ
^ŝǌĞƐ:�ϮϬ”

&ƌŽŵ $259.99

LRG 110 INSOMNIA
^ĂƟ�Ŷ��ůĂĐŬ/DĂĐŚŝŶĞĚ�dŝŶƚ
^ŝǌĞ:�ϮϬ”�

&ƌŽŵ�$229.99

PRO COMP 40 VERTIGO
^ĂƟ�Ŷ��ůĂĐŬ/�ĂƌŬ�'ƌĂǇ

^ŝǌĞ:�ϭϳ”,�ϭ8”,�ϮϬ”� 

&ƌŽŵ�$175.99

PRO COMP 41 PHASER
^ĂƟ�Ŷ��ůĂĐŬ/DĂĐŚŝŶĞ��ůĂĐŬ�

^ŝǌĞƐ:�ϭϳ”,�ϭ8”,�ϮϬ”� 

&ƌŽŵ $141.99

PRO COMP 85 VAPOR PRO 2
DĂĐŚŝŶĞĚ

^ŝǌĞƐ:�ϭϳ”�,�ϮϬ”� 

&ƌŽŵ�$356.99

PRO COMP 7036 HELLDORADO 
&ůĂƚ��ůĂĐŬ�

^ŝǌĞƐ:�ϭϳ”,�ϭ8”

&ƌŽŵ $141.99

MOTO METAL MO978 RAZOR
^ĂƟ�Ŷ��ůĂĐŬ�DĂĐŚŝŶĞĚ
^ŝǌĞƐ:�ϮϬ”,�ϮϮ”

&ƌŽŵ�$228.99

MOTO METAL 400 FORGED
WŽůŝƐŚĞĚ�Žƌ�'ůŽƐƐ��ůĂĐŬ�DŝůůĞĚ
^ŝǌĞƐ:�ϮϬ”,�ϮϮ”,�Ϯϰ”

&ƌŽŵ�$780.99

KMC XD827 ROCKSTAR III
DĂƩ���ůĂĐŬ/DĂĐŚŝŶĞĚ
^ŝǌĞƐ:�ϭϳ”,�ϭ8”,�ϮϬ”,�ϮϮ”

&ƌŽŵ�$209.99

METHOD MR311 VEX
DĂƩ�Ğ��ůĂĐŬ�Žƌ�dŝƚĂŶŝƵŵ
^ŝǌĞƐ:�ϭϲ”�,ϭϳ”,�ϭ8”

&ƌŽŵ�$205.99

FUEL OFF-ROAD D572 JM2
DĂƩ�Ğ��ůĂĐŬ

^ŝǌĞƐ:�ϭϳ”,�ϮϬ”

&ƌŽŵ�$232.99

FUEL OFF-ROAD D551 TROPHY
'ůŽƐƐ��ůĂĐŬ�Θ�DŝůůĞĚ

^ŝǌĞƐ:�ϭϳ”,�ϭ8”,�ϮϬ”

&ƌŽŵ�$232.99

NEW STORES

NOW OPEN! Boise, ID
COMING SOON! 
Brooklyn Park, MN
Glendale, AZ

AFE MOMENTUM GT FOR 2017 
RAPTOR 3.5L

WƌŽ��ƌǇ�^�$499.99
�&�ϱϭ-ϳϯϭϭϱ

WƌŽ�ϱZ�$499.99
�&�ϱϰ-ϳϯϭϭϱ

BEADLOCK 
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A GLANCE AT THE PAST:  

1967 NISSAN PATRO

Feature
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ROL OFF-ROAD DRIVE
How much has changed in 50 years 
versus a 2017 Nissan Armada?
By Tim Esterdahl  editor@fourwheeler.com  Photos: Tim Esterdahl & courtesy of the manufacturer

F
IFTY YEARS AGO, FAMED AMERICAN WESTERN 

singer and actor Roy Rogers climbed 

atop a rock with his hunting rifle and dog 

in an advertisement claiming the Nissan 

Patrol was the vehicle of choice for sports-

men. Flash forward to today and the Patrol is 

largely forgotten among consumers—and even 

many automotive journalists. The small boxy 

SUV has been mostly lost to history and hasn’t 

enjoyed the revival of old Toyota FJs or Jeep 

Wranglers you see on the trails.

In a stroke of luck, we were able to find a 

fully restored ’67 Nissan Patrol in Nissan’s 

heritage museum. We checked it out, drove it 

through the Tennessee backroads, and even 

drove the newest “Patrol”—a ’17 Nissan Arma-

da—back to back for comparison. We survived 

the muddy roads and getting a little sideways. It 

was a memorable driving experience showing 

the exactly 50 years of difference between the 

two vehicles.

Nissan Patrol History
The ’60s were an interesting time for Nissan. 

It had only recently introduced itself to the U.S. 

market through the Datsun brand. Datsun had 

unveiled its first American car at the 1958 Los 

Angeles Auto Show and had a sparse collection 

of dealerships selling the 310—known as the 

Bluebird, a midsized car.

In fact, from 1962 to 1969, U.S. consumers 

could only buy the Nissan Patrol through Dat-

sun dealers, and the SUV was the only Nissan-

badged vehicle sold at the time in the U.S. The 

Patrol was offered as a direct competitor to 

the Toyota Land Cruiser FJ40 series and first 

sold in Australia in 1960. It claimed to be like 

a Land Rover offering “more power for less, 

but just as tough and utilitarian,” according to 

Nissan USA’s heritage information. The Nissan 

Patrol saw sales of 2,216 units and was sold up 

until 1969 when imports were halted.

The Patrol name likely comes from a ’58 

Nissan 4W65 Patrol, which resembled a Willys 

Jeep. This nameplate, introduced widely in the 

U.S., is now more well-known worldwide than 

in the States. It is basically the same thing as 

the U.S.-market Nissan Armada.

Thanks to the efforts of Nissan employee 

Bill Thomas who found this ’67 Nissan Patrol 

in a Nebraskan farmer’s field, we were able to 

see exactly how it came from the Yokohama, 

Japan, factory.

<| Exactly 50 years separate these two models: a ’67 

Nissan Patrol and ’17 Nissan Armada.  
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1967 Nissan Patrol Off-Road DriveFeature

1967 Nissan Patrol Specs
The blue SUV is 12 feet long, 51⁄2 feet wide, 

and stands almost 61⁄2 feet tall according to a 

Nissan service manual. It weighs 3,450 pounds, 

with much of the weight in the front. 

It rides on a boxed, ladder-style frame with 

leaf springs front and rear with a semi-floating 

4.10 ratio rear axle. Powering the SUV is a rather 

large 4.0L I-6 engine mated to a three-speed 

on-the-floor transmission. The SUV has a top 

speed of 73 mph. It has a wide turning radius of 

18 feet and a stopping distance of nearly 46 feet 

from 31 mph.

The Patrol can hold 6 “big men,” produces 

145 “thundering horses” (hp) and can climb up 

a 62 percent grade (yes, 62 percent) according 

to a vintage commercial advertising the “Dat-

sun” Patrol. The commercial encourages buyers 

to “Drive a Datsun Then Decide.”

We drove a hardtop model with two bench 

seats in the rear facing each other. Another 

variant was a soft top model with a top that ex-

tends from the rear to over-top of the cabin.

 Lastly, the service manual says the Patrol is 

rated at 21 mpg on “paved roads.” Off-roading 

fuel economy is seemingly up to the driver.

Driving the Backroads  
in a Patrol

Like most things, the reality doesn’t quite mir-

ror the vintage advertisement of a smooth high-

way driver with a robust off-road capability. 

On the paved roads, the Patrol is loud with 

doors and windows rattling on any bump. The 

skinny and hard rubber 6.50-16 six-ply tires 

don’t offer much in the way of grip as we found 

when we inadvertently ended up going a little 

sideways on a wet paved road. 

Powertrain
The ’67 Nissan Patrol came equipped with a 

4.0L I-6 engine producing 145 hp and 235 

lb-ft of torque. It was mated to a three-speed 

transmission with a shifter on the floor. The ’17 

Nissan Armada is equipped with a 5.6L V-8 

mated to a six-speed automatic producing 390 

hp and 394 lb-ft of torque.

Equipped with a large 4.0L I-6 engine,  

the ’67 Nissan Patrol had plenty of  

power in its day.  

|> The seats in the 

Patrol can hardly be 

considered comfortable 

and long-distance driv-

ing had to cause some 

discomfort.  

<- Climbing into the 

rear of the Patrol is an 

art form, and the close-

ness to the front seats, 

as well as the other 

row, had to feel tight 

with six “big men.”   

<| Driving on the same 

roads as the Patrol, the 

Armada breezed right 

through although it 

came out looking much 

dirtier. 
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Off-road on dirt is really what the Patrol was 

built for, and its size is seemingly ideal for fitting 

through narrow trails. The 4.0L I-6 produces a 

remarkable 235 lb-ft of torque, enough torque to 

“climb trees” according to then advertisements, 

and along with the locking 4WD hubs, that made 

the little SUV quite capable. With a First gear 

ratio of 2.90:1, you can literally let the Patrol go 

and it will climb over many obstacles. Plus, its 

high wheelwells and exterior design allows for 

plenty of clearance and during our day of driv-

ing on muddy roads and through water covered 

roads, we could barely see any sign of the day’s 

driving on the sides of the vehicle.

Finally, its lack of power steering and power 

brakes makes driving a more tiring experience 

compared to today’s vehicles. Not that there is 

anything wrong with lacking those features, it 

is just something a driver has to be prepared for.

Flash Forward to the 
2017 Nissan Armada

Driving the same roads in the ’17 Nissan 

Armada was a complete contrast to the Patrol. 

The lower body was covered in dirt from the 

day’s activities as the movement to better fuel 

economy has necessitated lower wheelwells and 

body panels. 

Behind the wheel, the Armada is a relaxing 

drive with a very quiet cabin (as compared to 

the Patrol). It handled the same washboards, 

MPG
On pavement, the ’67 Nissan Patrol was 

rated at 21 mpg highway, we presume. 

The ’17 Nissan Armada with 4WD is rated at 

18 highway and 13 city mpg. 

potholes, and road conditions the Patrol did 

much smoother with much less jarring. The 

5.6L V-8 engine mated to a seven-speed auto-

matic didn’t even feel like it was working hard 

at various speeds, and the interior seat comfort 

was night and day better.

Like the Patrol, the Armada rides on a ladder 

frame and offers 4WD capability. However, the 

improvements in suspension, tires, and perfor-

mance (plus 50 years of automotive engineering 

advancements) make it a completely different 

driving experience.

-> Marketed as a Nissan Patrol, yet sold at Datsun 

dealers, the nameplate was discontinued in the U.S. 

in 1969. However, it is known worldwide as a rugged 

SUV.     

<| These skinny 6.50x16 six-ply tires on split rims 

with inner tubes may be sturdy enough off-road, but 

on-road they are a different story.

Curb Weight and Size
The ’67 Nissan Patrol had a curb weight of 

3,450 pounds and was a little more than 

6 feet tall, 12 feet long and 51⁄2 feet wide. A 

’17 Nissan Armada 4x4 has a curb weight of 

5,822 pounds and stands 6.3 feet tall, 17.5 

feet long and 6.3 feet wide.



20%
OFFANY 

SINGLE 
ITEM

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17* LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17* LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17* LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17* LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17* LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17* LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17* LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

Limit 1 - Coupon per customer per day.  Save 20% on any 1 item purchased. 

*Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or any of the following items or 

brands: Inside Track Club membership, Extended Service Plan, gift card, open box 

item, 3 day Parking Lot Sale item, compressors, fl oor jacks, saw mills, storage 

cabinets, chests or carts, trailers, trenchers, welders, Admiral, Bauer, Cobra, 

CoverPro, Daytona, Earthquake, Hercules, Jupiter, Lynxx, Poulan, Predator, 

StormCat, Tailgator, Viking, Vulcan, Zurich. Not valid on prior purchases. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 11/17/17. 

$99
99

SAVE 
$169

Compare 
$269

 1 TON CAPACITY 
FOLDABLE SHOP CRANE 

ITEM 69512/61858
69445 shown

$17999 $17999 

• Boom extends from 
36-1/4" to 50-1/4"

• Crane height adjusts 
from 82" to 94" 

$9499 $94$ 99 
Compare 

$269.99

SAVE 
$190

• Super tough precision welded 
construction with an industrial 
grade fi nish

• Weighs 73 lbs.

 RAPID PUMP® 3 TON 
LOW PROFILE
HEAVY DUTY STEEL 
FLOOR JACK 

ITEM  61253/62326 
61282 shown

20"

#1 SELLING JACKS IN AMERICA

$99
9

SAVE 
79%

Compare $49

 20 OZ. GRAVITY FEED 
SPRAY GUN 

ITEM   67181/62300/47016 shown

$1599 $1599 

$39
99

SAVE
$60

SAVE
$139

$5499 $5499 
Compare 

$99.99

HITCH RECEIVER MOUNT 
FOR WINCHES

ITEM 69106 

$149
99

$149
99$99

99

$79
99

$17999 17999 

 21 GALLON, 2.5 HP, 125 PSI
VERTICAL OIL-LUBE 
AIR COMPRESSOR 

ITEM  69091/ 61454/61693
62803/63635/67847 shown

Compare 
$446.61

SAVE 
$296

• Air delivery:
5.8 CFM @ 40 PSI,
4.7 CFM @ 90 PSI

$17499 17499 
Compare 

$369.99

SAVE 
$220

 20 TON 
SHOP PRESS 

• Pair of Arbor 
Plates Included

ITEM  32879
60603  shown

SAVE 
$290

$11999 11999 Compare 
$389.99

6.5 HP  (212 CC) OHV
HORIZONTAL SHAFT 
GAS ENGINE 

ITEM 68121/69727 shown 
CALIFORNIA ONLY

ITEM   60363/69730  

SUPER COUPON

ITEM 63135/61451 shown ITEM 62318Compare $12.88
Compare 

$151

AMMO BOX
Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

$799 $7$ 99 

SAVE 
61%

$49
9

$599

$119
9

SAVE 
56%

$799 $799 

Compare $13.67ITEM  61259 /90764 shown

32 PIECE 
SCREWDRIVER SET

3/8" DRIVE PROFESSIONAL 
COMPOSITE TEAR DROP RATCHET

$99
9

SAVE 
50%

Compare 
$20.13

ITEM  69645 
60625 shown

 4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER  

$1499 $1499 

$1799 $17$ 99 

SAVE 
71%

Compare $34.95  

12 VOLT MAGNETIC TOWING LIGHT KIT 

ITEM 63100 

$99
9

$499 $499 Compare 
$8.48

$299

SAVE 
64%

SUPER COUPON
 7 FT. 4" x 9 FT. 6" 

ALL PURPOSE WEATHER 
RESISTANT TARP 

ITEM 69249/69115/69137
69129/69121/877 shown

SAVE 
50%

Compare 
$59.98  

16" x 30" TWO SHELF 
STEEL SERVICE CART

ITEM 60390/5107 shown

• 220 lb. capacity

$3799 $3799 

$29
99

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

9 PIECE 1/4", 3/8", AND 1/2" 
DRIVE WOBBLE SOCKET 

EXTENSIONS

ITEM 61278/67971 shown

SAVE 
55%

$999
Compare 

$22.48$1499 $1499 

$1599 $15$ 99 

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

SUPER 
COUPON

Customer Rating



LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. 
Coupon good at our stores, HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. 
Offer good while supplies last. Shipping & Handling charges may apply if not 
picked up in-store. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. 
Valid through 11/17/17. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day. 

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE

Use Coupons: In-Store, HarborFreight.com or 800-423-2567

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17* LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17* LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17* LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17* LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17* LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 11/17/17**Original coupon only. No use on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase or without original receipt. Valid through 11/17/17.

At Harbor Freight Tools, the “Compare” or “comp at” price 
means that the same item or a similar functioning item was 
advertised for sale at or above the “Compare” or “comp at” 
price by another retailer in the U.S. within the past 180 days. 
Prices advertised by others may vary by location. No other 
meaning of “Compare” or "comp at" should be implied. For more 
information, go to HarborFreight.com or see store associate.

$169
99

$249
99

$299
99

$529
99

$99
99

Compare 
$299$12999 12999 

Customer Rating

Compare 
$2700

8750 PEAK/7000 RUNNING WATTS
13 HP  GAS GENERATOR  

ITEM 68525/63087/63088
 CALIFORNIA ONLY 

ITEM  68530/ 63086/69671/63085 shown

Wheel kit 
and battery 

sold separately.

$59999 $59999 

AMERICA'S BEST GENERATOR

• Best Buy Winner
3 years in a row

• 8-13 hrs. run-time
• 420 CC engine
• 76 db Super Quiet
• Electric start

SAVE 
$2170

ITEM 69030/69031 shown

1" x 25 FT. 

TAPE MEASURE

VALUE

$699 

ITEM 60819
  67933 shown

1/2" DRIVE
25" BREAKER BAR

$1299 $121299 

$89
9

$12
99

$19
9

SAVE 
47%

ITEM   62476/63167
63166/96645 shown

 18 PIECE SAE AND METRIC 
T-HANDLE BALL END 

HEX KEY SET 

Compare 
$24.97$1799 1799 

$17999 $17999 

17 0 AMP MIG/FLUX 
CORED WELDER 

Compare 
$499.99

ITEM  61888
6888 5 shown

SAVE 
$330

 9000 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL 
AND AUTOMATIC BRAKE 

Compare 
$349 .99 

ITEM   61346/61325
62596/62278 shown

Customer Rating

SAVE 
$100

$28999 28999 $42999 42999 

Battle Tested

Voted Best Winches

 1000 LB. CAPACITY 
MOTORCYCLE LIFT 

ITEM  69904
68892  shown

SAVE 
$750

Compare 
$1049.99 Compare $5.99

• Diamond plate steel 
platform and ramp

• Lift range: 7" – 29-1/2"

18 VOLT, 1/2" CORDLESS
IMPACT WRENCH

ITEM  62658 /60380 shown

• 330 ft. lbs.
max. torque

SAVE 
$199

Battery and 
charger

included.

$199
9

$2799 $2799 

SAVE 
51%

Compare 
$40 .99 

ITEM 62435
 61673 shown 

SNATCH BLOCK

$9
99

YOUR CHOICE

$1999 $1999 

SAVE 
77%

Compare 
$44.35

 TORQUE WRENCH ES

• Accuracy 
within ±4%

Item 239 
shown

DRIVE ITEM 

1/4" 2696/61277/63881

3/8" 807/61276/63880

1/2" 62431/239/63882

72" x 80" MOVING 
BLANKET

ITEM  69505/62418/66537 shown 

Compare 
$17 .97 

SAVE 
66%

$899 $8$ 99 
$599

Compare 
$29.97

SAVE 
39%

4-1/2" HEAVY DUTY 
 ANGLE GRINDER 

ITEM 60372/43471
91223 shown

$1999 $1919$ 99 

$17
99

$199
9

$199
9

STEP STOOL/
WORKING PLATFORM

ITEM 62515 
66911 shown

• 350 lb. 
capacity

SAVE 
65%

Compare 
$57.55$2999 $29$ 99 

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

$3199 $3131$ 99 
ITEM 61914

 TRIPLE BALL 
TRAILER HITCH 

Compare $ 65.62 

SAVE 
69%

SAVE 
62%

Compare $15.99
$599

YOUR CHOICE

POWDER-FREE
 NITRILE GLOVES 

PACK OF 100

• 5 mil thickness

$799 $799 

SIZE ITEM 

MED 68496/61363

LG 68497/61360

X-LG 68498/61359

Item 
68498 
shown

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

• Weighs 75 lbs.
• 20.9" L x 8.3" H

$269 $2$ 69 

ITEM 69678

MICROFIBER 
CLEANING CLOTHS

PACK OF 4

SAVE 
66%

SUPER COUPON
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HANDY SLIDER
knows, there’s some mysterious force that 

seems to place the very item we need just out 

of reach, whether that’s a towstrap, spare part, 

or toolbox. 

An easy and inexpensive cargo storage solu-

tion to such a dilemma is installing a home-

built sliding cargo tray so you can load and 

unload what you need without having to do the 

“belly balance” while leaning over the bedside 

or dropping the tailgate to hoist yourself into 

the bed. 

Aftermarket “cargo slides” have been avail-

able for years. But instead of spending hundreds 

on one, we built a tray based on nothing more 

than the drawers you find in your kitchen or 

W
HEELERS LIKE TO BE PREPARED FOR 

whatever they may encounter off-

road. Being prepared often means 

not only having basic self-recovery 

items handy but also extra fuel, water, and spare 

parts. Maybe even a chainsaw, generator, camp-

ing gear, and provisions. All of these things 

find their way into the bed of our pickups or the 

cargo areas of our Jeeps and SUVs.    

If there’s a downside to the cargo-carrying 

attributes of lifted fullsize pickups and SUVs, 

it’s trying to reach all those things we bring 

along on such outings without climbing into 

the bed or leaning deep into cargo area to get 

the item that’s needed. As every four-wheeler 

We build a DIY sliding cargo storage tray for our 4x4   
By Bruce W. Smith  editor@fourwheeler.com  Photos: Bruce W. Smith

Tech

shop. What’s nice about making your own slid-

ing cargo tray, like we did, is it can be made to 

fit any size pickup, SUV, or even the cargo area 

of an RV or toy hauler, using whatever quality 

of tray material and slide mechanisms your 

budget allows.

The critical part of building your own cargo 

slider is selecting the right slide mechanisms 

because they’ll support all the weight when 

the tray is pulled out. Most full-extension slide 

mechanisms found at do-it-yourself centers ex-

tend only 18 inches to 24 inches, and they don’t 

have the load rating or the length needed for 

off-road-vehicle applications. 

On the other hand, heavy-duty, full-extension 

A slide-out cargo tray is a wonderful addition to any 
wheelin’ rig or the underbelly storage compartments 
of an RV like a toy hauler. Once this slide-out cargo tray is 
in place, slide it out and take a moment to enjoy the fruits of your 
labor. We no longer have to climb onto the tailgate to retrieve some-
thing that has slid or rolled to the rear seat of our fullsize Bronco.



DEPENDABILITY MATTERS.

Tested in extreme conditions, this is our toughest tire yet. It’s designed to get you where you need to go, 

and back, every single time. We know that the tires on your truck connect you to the road and the trail to 

help keep you safe. Which is why you can count on us. 

TESTED IN THE HARSHEST TERRAINS ON EARTH.
Cooper® Discoverer STT ProTM

count on cooper. ® An American Company Since 1914.   coopertire.com  
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Handy SliderTech

36-inch Hettich drawer slides ($90 per pair), 

which can support loads up to 500 pounds, are a 

great choice for building a slider cargo tray. That 

length places the back of the tray about mid-way 

of the wheelwells of a pickup (or at the back of 

the rear seat of a fullsize SUV) when it’s closed, 

and the front of the tray extending just beyond 

the tailgate when it’s slid fully open. 

Our cargo slider, which is built out of 3⁄4-

inch AC-grade plywood, measures 36 x 44 x 

4 inches. It can easily support all the tools and 

gear we need for wheelin’ out in the boon-

docks and slides it all within an easy reach 

when needed. 

As you can see by the photos of our little 

do-it-yourself woodworking project, this is a 

very handy cargo storage upgrade that any four 

wheeler with basic carpentry skills and hand-

tools can whip out in a couple hours without 

breaking a sweat. 

1. We used a half-sheet of 3⁄4-inch AC-grade plywood, 
Hettich heavy-duty sliders, Titebond III wood glue, 
and an assortment of wood screws to build our slide-
out cargo tray. Cost was less than $130.

2. The easiest way to make strong sides when build-
ing a cargo tray like this is to use rabbet joints. The 
joint’s “step” adds strength in both gluing power 
and structural support. We made the saw cuts half 
the depth of the material, or 3⁄8-inch on our 3⁄4-inch 
plywood, with our table saw. 

3. Cutting the vertical rabbet notch along all four 
sides of the floor piece was the trickiest part. A 
steady hand and our quality table saw helped get the 
cuts precise. 

4. This is how the floor and side pieces join. The 
rabbet joint is a good choice for a vehicle slide-out 
cargo tray when the pieces are screwed-and-glued 
into place. 

5. We wanted tie-down cleats, so we bought heavy-
duty units and placed them 2 inches from the sides 
to allow room for the tie-down strap hooks to attach.

1

4

5

6

2

3 7

6. A router and a jigsaw were used to set the D-ring 
tie-down anchors flush with the floor for a flat surface 
when they are not in use. Tie-down anchors are 
optional, and so is the size and shape if you want to 
follow the same design.  

7. Titebond III glue and countersunk 2-inch #8 wood 
screws do a fine job of anchoring the sides to the bot-
tom of the tray. Double-check to make sure the bot-
tom and sides fit flush, especially along the bottom 
where the floor and sides meet, before tightening 
down the screws. 



“It’s Time For You To Start Driving Your Four Wheeler 
Under The Influence Of The Best Ignition Available!”

The Chevy D.U.I. Distributor is custom built, 
with an advance curve engineered to your 
exact performance needs. No middle 
ground, compromise curves from D.U.I. 
And it delivers twice the fire of a magneto 
system, which means instant throttle response and 
no high-end misfires. Available for 8-cylinder or 
6-cylinder applications.

Chevy D.U.I. Distributor

Off-road purists rely on Jeeps. And more 
Jeeps rely on D.U.I. one-piece ignition 
systems. With its one-wire hook-up, dual 
bushing design, and resistance to mud 
and vibration, the D.U.I. distributor is 
both simple and bullet-proof…and its 
performance is unmatched: super hot 
spark for wider plug gaps (to .055 inch); 
50,000-volt coil; Dyna-Module; Available 
for all Jeep/AMC 4x4 6-cylinder or 8-cylinder 
powerplants.

Jeep, AMC 4x4s Benefit
from D.U.I. Distributors too!

Off-roading demands faultless reliabilty and right 
now performance. Which is why the D.U.I. Ford 
distributor is the perfect choice for your Ford 
4x4 or Bronco. It is the best one-piece ignition 
system for Fords. It drops in easily, features 
the coil inside the cap and the module 
inside the distributor. So, don’t take a 
chance in the wilderness…install a D.U.I. 
Ford distributor.

One-Piece Ignition for Ford 4x4’s

Mopar owners can also benefit from D.U.I. 
technology with our one-piece ignition 
systems for Dodge and Chrysler small 
block and big block powerplants. Add 
15 to 40 horsepower, sharpen throttle 
response, increase durability, and enjoy 
misfire free 9,000 rpm by simply switching 
to a D.U.I. These maintenance-free systems 
use a single-wire hook-up and generate 
50,000 volts.

D.U.I.’s Provide More Power for 

SB & BB Dodge 4x4’s

It’s only natural that D.U.I. adapts its unique distributor technology to the popular 
Toyota LandCruiser. The Toyota D.U.I. distributor features the same battle-tested 
components as its GM and Ford counterparts: coil inside the cap, module inside the 
distributor, and one-piece design for quick installation and service. 

The 4-cylinder Toyota 20R and 22R are two of the most popular trucks ever produced. 
The new D.U.I.-Davis Unified Ignition is  the ultimate ignition for these applications. 

Produced from ’74-’89, these trucks need to be upgraded with today’s technology, 
specifically the D.U.I. The D.U.I. is a one-wire, one-piece distributor. No more messy 
wiring or points to worry you.

D.U.I. Technology for both Toyota LandCruisers 
& Toyota 4-Cylinders

Your Land Rover, Range Rover and Scout drivers have almost been totally ignored by the 
performance ignition manufacturers-until now! Performance Distributors now offers a D.U.I.-
Davis Unified Ignition, a compact, one-piece distributor just for you.

The D.U.I. is virtually water, mud and vibration proof because the electronic components, 
a 50,000 volt D.U.I. coil and high output Dyna-Module, are protected inside the distributor. All 
you have to do is run one 12-volt wire to the D.U.I and you’re ready to run! There is also an 
optional tach hook-up provided.

Built for durability, the D.U.I. features both an upper and lower oil impregnated bushings. 
A heavy duty cap and rotor with solid brass terminals are included. Caps are available in Red, 
Blue, Black, Yellow, and Clear

Land Rover/Scout D.U.I.’s

Send $4.00 for complete Catalog and Prices.
2699 Barris Drive - Dept. FW • Memphis, TN 38132

Phone: 901-396-5782 • Fax: 901-396-5783
www.PerformanceDistributors.com
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Shopping List 
Estimated cost: $130

->(2) 36-inch Heavy Duty Hettich Drawer Slides

->(1) 4-foot x 4-foot x 3⁄4-inch AC-grade plywood

->(2) 3-inch x 3-inch x 36-inch x 3⁄16-inch 6063-

T52 aluminum angle 

->(24) #8 x 11⁄2-inch wood screws (for tray build) 

->(8) #10 x 3⁄4-inch countersunk pan head screws 

(slide to tray)

->(8) #10 x 3⁄4-inch countersunk machine bolts 

(slide to angle base)

->(6) 3⁄8-inch x 1-inch countersunk machine bolts, 

nuts, lock washers, fender washers (angle bases 

to bed/floor)

->(1) 5⁄16-inch x 11⁄2-inch cotterless hitch pin

Other Options
If you don’t have the time or interest in build-

ing a cargo tray but wish you had a cargo 

tray/drawer, there are a number of aftermar-

ket trays available (including some vehicle 

specific) from companies including ARB USA 

(arbusa.com) and Tuffy Security Products 

(tuffyproducts.com). Peruse some of the offer-

ings at 4 Wheel Parts (4wheelparts.com).

8

9

10

11

14

12

8. We got a little fancy with the front side, using a 
jigsaw to cut a couple curves to give our slide-out 
tray a little flare. Using quality wood glue and longer 
screws makes for a strong build.

9. How the tray is finished is up to you. We coated 
ours with Rust-Oleum black bed liner topped with a 
couple coats of brown to better match our SUV’s tan 
interior cargo area. 

10. Here’s the completed tray with tie-down anchors 
secured. If you plan on putting a lot of load on the 
anchors, bolt them in place instead of using wood 
screws. We covered the floor with non-skid shelf liner 
that looked good with our SUV’s interior. 

11. A critical step installing the slides is making sure 
the bottom of the tray sits at least 1⁄2-inch above the 
top of the angle bracket’s inward leg. This allows 
room to clear the bottom of the box (should there be 
any warping), thick carpet, and the tailgate when tray 
is slid open. 

12. Different slides use different attaching hardware. 
Our Hettich slides used 3⁄4-inch #10 countersunk pan-
head screws to attach the inner slide rail to the tray 
and 3⁄4-inch #12 countersunk flathead machine bolts 
to attach the slide bracket to the angle aluminum. 

13. The slides are on roller bearings, so the tray 
moves very easily. We wanted to make sure the 
loaded tray didn’t move in transit, so we drilled a 
5⁄16-inch hole through the slides and half-way into the 
tray side to fit a 5⁄16x11⁄2-inch cotterless hitch pin. 
This hitch pin keeps the bed tray from sliding open 
when our vehicle is in transit, or when we open the 
tailgate on a downhill. 

14. Mounting the tray to the bed or cargo-area floor 
works best when using 3x3x3⁄16-inch 6063 T52 alu-
minum (or 0.0125-inch steel) angle for the support 
legs. These provide both the side-to-side strength to 
hold the tray with its heaviest load, as well as keeping 
the bases laying perfectly flat when bolted it to the 
bed or floor of the rig. fw

13

Handy SliderTech



Limit straps

Tent height 
adjustable bar

Tent awning 
bracketsSpare tire

SCOUT TRAILER KIT shown with optional Overlander Tent #2783 • Tent Annex #2788

T R A I L E R  K I T

Spend less time packing 
and more time overlanding.

fficial

SMITTYBILT 400 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA 90220  888.717.5797 • www.smittybilt.com

Dual Shock System

LOAD IT
MAIN CARGO SPACE

cu ft33

The Smittybilt SCOUT trailer kit features an independent 
suspension with dual shocks for easy overlanding.  

With a load capacity of 1763 LBS. and an internal compartment 
of 47”(L) x 44”(W) x 21”(H) you will spend less time packing and 
all of your equipment will stay dry and safe. No other trailer kit 
on the market offers as many features at this value. 

up to

HAUL IT
LOAD CAPACITY UP TO

lbs1763

TAKE IT
GROUND CLEARANCE

in12 lowest  
suspension point

PART#87400
3-Pro Comp – 31” Sport A/T Tires
3-Pro Comp – 17x8” Steel Wheels • 5x5 Bolt Pattern

Large storage 
lockable 
compartments



1,400+ BRANDS •  GET THE PARTS YOU WANT FAST AND FOR LESS!

BBFGoodrich Mud-Terrain 
T/A KM2 Tires

fromom $151.

97

VIAIR Constant Duty 
Onboard Air Systems

from $379 .

95

Eaton ELocker
Differentials

mfrom $$779 .

99

Warn VR8 Winches

from $499 .

99ARIES Pro S es Grille Seri
Guar sards

fromfrom $489489 .

97

McGaughy’s Black SS 
Suspension Lift Kits

from $2,,,,121.

97



FIND IT AT

UNBEATABLE SERVICE, TECH ADVICE, SATISFACTION, AND SELECTION.

Call by 10 pm EST: In-Stock Parts Shipped That Day!

1.800.230.3030  • Tech: 1.330.630.3030 • Int’l: 1.330.630.0230

SCode: 1709FW • Prices subject to change without notice. Please check SummitRacing.com for current pricing. 

Typographical, description, or photography errors are subject to correction. Some parts are not legal for use in California

or other states with similar laws/regulations. Please check your state and/or local laws/regulations. © 2017 AUTOSALES, INC. 

Back Roads Travel Starts Here.

Po et StBushwacker Pocket Style 
sFender Flares

frfrom $499 .

99

Smittybilt Overlander Tents

from $899 .

99

P apor PPro Comp Va r Pro 2 85 
WSeries Wheels

from $365 .

99

Pro Sport KC HiLiTES Pro-Sp
Gravity LED Driving LightsGravity LED D

from $419 .

99

Superchips TrailDash2
Programmers

from $499 .

95
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Feature

Granville Salute

D
UE TO MANY REQUESTS, WE’RE REPUBLISH-

ing some of Granville King’s “From The 

Backcountry” columns as space 

permits. These columns ran in Four 

Wheeler from 1984 until Granville’s passing in 

1989 at age 70. Granville was a retired 

aerospace engineer and television screenwriter 

who lived off-grid in a trailer in Baja, Mexico.  

His off-road experiences were many, and his 

storytelling was amusing, riveting, timeless,  

and unparalleled. 
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Granville SaluteFeature



To capture moments few have witnessed, 

you must venture where few have gone. 

The road to get there may be more 

challenging, but the rewards are worth it 

for those willing to brave the journey.

C H A S E  D O W N  Y O U R  P A S S I O N .

N E V E R  H A L F WA Y .

©2017 Hankook Tire America Corp.
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Granville SaluteFeature



Order Now: 800-441-6287
Canadian Customers
WeatherTech.ca

American Customers
WeatherTech.com

European Customers
WeatherTech.eu

© 2017 by MacNeil IP LLC

Acura · Audi · BMW · Buick · Cadillac · Chevrolet · Chrysler · Dodge · Ferrari · Ford · GMC · Honda · Hummer · Hyundai · Infiniti  
Isuzu · Jeep · Kia · Land Rover · Lexus · Lincoln · Maserati · Mazda · Mercedes-Benz · Mercury · Mini · Mitsubishi · Nissan 
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INFILTRATING 
AREA BP-51

O
FF-ROAD SHOCK TECHNOLOGY HAS BEEN 

steadily progressing over the past 

decade, with a strong influence from 

motorsports. Bypass shocks were once 

only seen on Trophy Trucks, Ultra4 cars, or 

high-end sand cars. These days, many off-road-

shock manufacturers hasve a bypass-style shock 

in their product lineup. Now, it’s ARB’s turn, 

with its suspension arm of the company known 

Installing Old Man Emu’s 4-inch  
Wrangler JK kit and new bypass shocks  
By Tyler Adams  editor@fourwheeler.com  Photos: Tyler Adams

Tech

as Old Man Emu (OME), taking bypass shock 

technology to the next level, with the new BP-

51 bypass shock absorber.      

OME’s suspension engineers sweated the de-

tails and dug deep into their skunkworks depart-

ment to develop a bypass shock that would offer 

exceptional comfort and control, on- and off-

highway. BP stands for bypass, and 51 is the di-

ameter bore in millimeters.  Many bypass shocks 

only offer an adjustment for compression, but the 

BP-51 also allows for rebound adjustment. The 

BP-51 shocks can be fine-tuned independently 

with an adjustment tool, depending on vehicle 

weight and terrain. Currently, BP-51 shocks are 

available for the ’07-current Jeep Wrangler JK, 

Toyota FJ Cruiser, and 200-series Land Cruisers, 

with other models in the works.   

The key element of the new BP-51 shocks is 

the adjustability of the rebound and compres-

sion. Depending on whether you are daily 

driving or heading out to your favorite camp 

spot with a full load of gear, the BP-51 can be 

fine-tuned for any situation. When your rig is 

loaded to the gills on a five-day trip and you 

hit an unexpected G-out at 60 mph, the BP-51 

is designed to reduce hard impacts with the 

factory bumpstops as the shock reaches full 

compression and offers up a calm and collected 

ride over rough terrain. While on the highway, 

you can set up the BP-51 to soak up expansion 

joints and potholes.         
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BFG KM2 on XD Addict Black
285/70 R17 --------------- on 17x9 ------------------$1790.88

305/65 R17--------------- on 17x9 ------------------- 1911.88

35/12.50 R18 ------------- on 18x9 ------------------- 2425.88

37/12.50 R18 ------------- on 18x9 -------------------2928.88

37/12.50 R17 ------------- on 17x9 ------------------- 2254.88

325/60 R20 -------------- on 20x9 ------------------- 3295.88

NEW

33/12.50 R15 ------------- on 15x8 ------------------$1139.89

315/75 R16 --------------- on 16x8 ------------------- 1235.89

34/10.50 R17 ------------- on 17x8.5 ----------------- 1500.89

37/12.50 R17 ------------- on 17x8.5 ----------------- 1687.89

35/12.50 R18 ------------- on 18x9 ------------------- 1688.89

BFG A/T KO2 on Tracker II Black

33/12.50 R15 ------------- on 15x10 -----------------$1806.96

285/75 R16 --------------- on 16x8.5 ----------------- 1846.96

285/75 R17 --------------- on 17x8.5 ----------------- 2259.96

35/12.50 R17 ------------- on 17x8.5 ----------------- 2308.96

285/70 R17 --------------- on 17x8.5 ----------------- 2302.96

Toyo M/T Open Country on

Tracker Pro Lock

285/70 R17E ------------- on 17x8.5 ----------------$1400.86

285/70 R17C ------------- on 17x8.5 ----------------- 1254.86

35/12.50 R17 ------------- on 17x8.5 ----------------- 1586.86

285/65 R18 -------------- on 18x9 ------------------- 1700.86

35/12.50 R18 ------------- on 18x9 ------------------- 1876.86

Toyo Open Country AT2 on 

Moab STR Black
285/70R17 --------------- on 17X8.5 ----------------$1799.98

315/70R17 --------------- on 17X8.5 ----------------- 1969.98

37/12.50R17 ------------- on 17X9 ------------------- 2305.98

305/70R18 --------------- on 18X9 ------------------- 2246.98

M/T ATZP3 on
Method Racing 301

285/75R16 --------------- on 16x8.5 ----------------$1436.96

285/70R17 --------------- on 17x9 ------------------- 1644.96

315/70R17 --------------- on 17x9 ------------------- 1774.96

37/12.50R17 ------------- on 17x9 -------------------2046.96

35/12.50R20 ------------- on 20x9 ------------------- 2310.96

M/T MTZ P3 on 
Moab STR Black/Machined

The Ultimate
OFF ROAD COOLER

IF you are looking for 
a high performan
cooler like a Yeti,
Grizzly or Colema
do yourself a favo  
and check CANYO

22 Quart -----$139.99
50 Quart ---- $299.99
103 Quart -- $439.99

35 Quart ---- $249.99
75 Quart ---- $349.99
125 Quart -- $429.99

Rated

#1
Radiance LED
In Stock Now!
•10" •20" •30" •40" •50"

5 Backlight Colors. White-Red-Amber-Blue-Green

Desert Rat Credit!Desert Rat Credit!

www.DesertRat.com

TOLL FREE 1-877-528-3402

Financing! Apply On-Line

Apply TODAY

Get Your 

TIRES 
Immediately!

Check the All New Desert Rat Website! More Products, More Tires, & Wheels & New Items

• Generous Credit Lines
• Instant, On-Line Approval
• Low Monthly Payments

www.DesertRat.com

Check This Credit Offer Out!

www.DesertRat.comwww.DesertRat.com
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Infiltrating Area BP-51Tech

The crew at Trail Tested Manufacturing in 

Atascadero, California, installed a set of OME 

BP-51s on a ’12 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Ru-

bicon with 63,000 miles and completely over-

hauled the suspension from scratch with OME’s 

complete 4-inch system. Specifically, on the 

Jeep Wrangler JK, the BP-51s were designed 

around a 4-inch suspension height, so anything 

less and you won’t receive the same results. 

Rounding out the package, Trail Tested also in-

stalled OME’s new adjustable upper and lower 

control arms, with Max-C Dual Durometer 

bushings. With adjustable control arms, you 

can customize your steering caster and pinion 

angles to your liking. The Max-C bushings 

eliminate premature bushing failure and offer 

1

2 4
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5

6

1. After removing the old shocks, coil springs, 

and control arms, we started with a clean slate by 

installing OME’s “trim packers,” which help level the 

vehicle and help with any sag from heavy accessories 

such as bumpers and winches. 

2. Here you can see the driver-side front coil springs, 

bumpstop spacers, and shocks ready to be bolted 

up. We initially installed the OME Nitrocharger Sport 

shocks that are included with the 4-inch Complete 

JK Suspension Kit and tested them on dirt and 

highway for a few days to get a good baseline against 

the BP-51s. We drove the Nitrochargers on varied 

terrain and they contributed to a very comfortable 

and composed ride.

3. The BP-51, seen here next to a Nitrocharger Sport, 

is beefy, allowing for more oil flow and adjustability. 

All BP-51 shocks are manufactured in-house by ARB. 

The shock body is crafted from aircraft-grade (6061) 

aluminum, which helps dissipate heat quicker than 

other metals and provides corrosion resistance.        

4. The new 4-inch rear coil springs dropped in with 

the help of a ratchet strap. We also ran the trim 

packers at every corner due to our heavier bumpers, 

10-gallon accessory fuel tank, and fullsize 37-inch 

spare tire.  

5. OME provides a rear track bar relocation bracket, 

which corrects the rear suspension roll center height 

and vastly improves road handling. Without it, things 

could get a little wonky! The OE rear track bar is uti-

lized and the new bracket clears the BP-51 reservoirs 

with ease.

6. The new Jeep JK adjustable upper and lower 

control arms, with Max-C Dual Durometer bushings, 

are stout and made from 2-inch, 0.188-inch-wall 

DOM steel tube. All of OME’s control arms are shot 

peened, zinc electroplated, and powdercoated. The 

adjustable arms allow custom steering caster and 

specific pinion angles to guarantee a comfortable 

ride on- and off-road.  

a more linear spring rate while flexing out the 

suspension.  

The 4-inch OME lift allowed us to bump 

up the Jeep’s tire size to a 37-inch diameter 

tire. So, we mounted up a set of Nitto’s new 

37x12.50R17 Ridge Grapplers and headed east 

to the 2017 Easter Jeep Safari. 



Support the RPM Act and protect racing’s future.

www.SEMA.org/RPMAct

THE THREAT ISN’T OVER YET.

YOUR RIGHT TO RACE IS STILL IN DANGER
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7. The front BP-51s fit in the factory shock position. 

But where the shock bolts up to the axle, OME 

includes a shock relocation bracket, which moves 

the bottom of the shock outwards, to allow the shock 

body to move without rubbing against the chas-

sis when flexing out the suspension. Here, we are 

modifying the OE brake line mount to attach to the 

lower spring perch.     

8. Up front, the BP-51s’ reservoir fits nicely along the 

frame and out of harm’s way. The front inner fender 

well plastic requires a slight trim to bolt up the reservoir 

mount, which cradles the reservoir to the framerail.  

9. The rear BP-51s also bolt up to the stock location 

and easily clear the track bar bracket at full suspen-

sion travel. The rear shocks also offer a replace-

able shaft guard, preventing damage to the shock 

absorber shaft from sand and rocks that are kicked 

up by the front tires. 

10. The BP-51 is easily adjusted with this handy ad-

justment tool, allowing you to fine tune your rig’s ride 

for any terrain. For example, on our 900-mile trip to 

Moab, we maxed out the compression setting to help 

slow the sway from the 50 mph crosswinds we experi-

enced in southern Utah. Then, when we hit the dirt in 

Moab, we turned down the compression a few clicks 

and upped the rebound to slow the abrupt side-to-side 

body jolts while flexing out the suspension.     

11. Thanks to the increase in vehicle height, we were 

able to mount up a set of 37x12.50R17 Nitto Ridge 

Grappler tires. We then drove 1,800 miles roundtrip 

to the 2017 Easter Jeep Safari to give them a full 

workout. The Ridge Grapplers are a perfect blend of 

all-terrain and mud-terrain and performed flawlessly, 

delivering a quiet highway ride while offering up a ton 

of traction on Moab’s red rocks. The Ridge Grapplers 

stuck to the trail and we rarely had to use our lockers 

throughout the entire week of EJS. fw
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M/T PROUDLY MAKES TIRES IN THE USA.             MICKEYTHOMPSONTIRES.COM      

STANDING ON THE GAS SINCE 1963.

Mickey Thompson was unstoppable. Today, the durability and reliability of Mickey Thompson 

Off/Road tires is UNDISPUTED. Our UNCOMPROMISED construction is a combination of our 

exclusive SideBiter™ designs, reinforced sidewalls and deeper tread depths. We never stop. 

We’re never satisfied. We always STAND ON THE GAS.

UNCOMPROMISED construction delivers UNDISPUTED performance.

45K MILE LIMITED WARRANTY on the BAJA ATZP3. 

#MICKEYTHOMPSONTIRES
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WHERE TO WRITE

H
ave a 4x4 tech question you want answered in Techline, drop an email to editor@fourwheeler.com  

or message us through our Facebook page at facebook.com/fourwheelermag. All letters become the 

property of Four Wheeler, and we reserve the right to edit them for length, accuracy, and clarity. Due to the vol-

ume of mail, electronic and otherwise, we cannot respond to every reader, but we do read everything.

slightly better than the BFG version if you en-

counter snow and ice.

14-BOLT DISCS

Q
I have a quick question about 14-bolt disc 

brake conversions. I have a ’92 Chevy 
3⁄4-ton Suburban 4x4. I want to put disc brakes 

on the rear, but a quick search for bolt-on kits 

shows that, for the most part, kits aren’t avail-

able for my year/axle type. My Suburban has 

the drums that slip on over the studs from the 

face of the hub/axle flange, not the drums that 

mount on the back of the axle flange and are 

held in place by the pressed-in wheel studs. I 

would also like to keep an emergency brake. I 

don’t understand what the big deal is and why 

most companies don’t offer kits.

I’m assuming I could find factory parts in 

a junkyard and was wondering what year did 

GM start offering factory rear disc brakes on 

14-bolt axles?

Also, none of the kits I saw mentioned any-

thing about master cylinder or proportioning 

valve changes. Although, the original setup may 

work with disc brakes. I can’t help but think 

that, ideally, changes should be made when 

switching from drums to discs. Any thoughts?

AL MICCIO

VIA EMAIL

A
The GM 14-bolt axle has gone through a 

few changes throughout the years. The 

brakes and flanges are among those changes. 

It’s important to make sure you get the right kit 

for your 14-bolt when switching to disc brakes. 

As you have found, the ’86-and-up slip-over 

drum brakes require a different disc brake kit 

than the stud-mounted drums. Fortunately, TSM 

Manufacturing (tsmmfg.com) offers a disc brake 

kit for your application. It includes an emergency 

brake. The company also has the instructions up 

online so you can see what the process is prior 

to purchase and installation. TSM Manufactur-

ing claims that the disc brake kit works perfectly 

with your factory ABS system. If you do not have 

ABS, an adjustable proportioning valve is avail-

able for the rear brake line if you are experienc-

ing abnormal rear wheel lockup.

SURPLUS TIRE TRAUMA

Q
I am building my own version of your Bug-

Out Blazer, although mine is a ’87 Ram-

charger. It has a mechanically injected 12-valve 

Cummins in front of a manually shifted 46RH 

transmission, which drives an NP205 transfer 

case. The axles are spun with 1410-series 

driveshafts and consist of a Dana 60 up front 

and a 14-bolt rearend, both running 4.10:1 

ratio gears and Grizzly lockers. 

The suspension is just a simple 4-inch Sky-

jacker kit with new leaf springs all around. The 

truck is running 35-inch tires right now, but my 

plan is to bump up a little to 37s. I’ve decided 

to use the 37x12.50x16.5 military take-off 

tires on recentered double-beadlock Hummer 

wheels.

Now for my question: Is the military Good-

year Durawall MT/R or the military BFGoodrich 

Baja T/A a better tire and why? When the 

truck isn’t being used to escape the zombie 

apocalypse, it’ll be our backcountry camp-

ing rig, seeing everything from dry asphalt to 

moderate trails. Snow, mud, gravel, dirt, and 

sand are all likely to be encountered at some 

point. I don’t really care about tread noise or 

harshness (12-valve Cummins, remember), but 

carcass strength and treadwear are a factor. 

Any thoughts?

NAME WITHHELD

VIA EMAIL

A
Military surplus tires are a great way to save 

a little bit of money on rolling stock. It’s not 

uncommon to find surplus tires that have better 

than 80 percent of their tread left. The down-

side is that the surplus 37x12.50 HMMWV tires 

are only available for 16.5-inch wheels. These 

wheels do not have a safety bead to keep the tire 

in place at lower air pressures off-road. However, 

you will have that problem solved by using the 

double-beadlock wheels. It’s an extremely heavy 

tire and wheel combo, which will affect overall 

suspension, brake, and driving performance, 

but the combo can be found for hundreds of 

dollars cheaper than comparable 37-inch tires 

and wheels.

There were several different military HMMWV 

tires used over the years. The best tires are the 

latest versions, which include the Goodyear 

(goodyear.com) and BFGoodrich (bfgoodrich-

tires.com) tires you are considering. Companies 

such as 100 Dollar Man (100dollarman.com), 

Boyce Equipment (boyceequipment.com), Gov 

Planet (govplanet.com), and Government Liqui-

dation (govliquidation.com) offer military surplus 

tires and wheels.

The thing to remember is both the Goodyear 

and BFG military tires are designed to be surviv-

ability tires, similar to the BFG Baja T/A used 

for desert racing, which is one of the reasons 

they are so heavy. They are 8- and 10-ply D and 

E rated tires designed to carry a lot of weight 

and not come apart if they need to be driven 

on while flat for several miles. As I’m sure you 

can imagine, you can’t just get out and leisurely 

change a tire while bullets are whizzing through 

the air in a combat environment. This extra du-

rability built into the tires makes them great for 

enthusiasts that frequent areas with especially 

sharp rocky terrain, hidden stumps in the mud, 

and other obstacles that tear up tires. Unfor-

tunately, this extra durability also makes them 

less compliant on- and off-road, which leads 

to a rougher ride and decreased traction when 

compared to traditional radial mud-terrain tires. 

Stiff heavy-duty tires are not able to conform 

around and envelope off-road obstacles as well, 

especially on a lightweight vehicle. Granted, 

your Ramcharger with a Cummins powerplant 

isn’t exactly light, but it is still nowhere near 

the weight of an uparmored and fully loaded 

HMMWV.

I think both the military surplus Goodyear and 

BFG tires will perform well enough for what you 

have planned. Of course, BFG offers data that 

says its military tire will provide a 22.5 percent 

increase in projected tread life, has 11 percent 

more wet pavement maneuverability and 8 per-

cent more dry pavement maneuverability during 

evasive maneuvers, and 20 percent better mud 

traction. Although, I think the tread pattern of 

the newest surplus Goodyear tire will perform 
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HUB ENVY

Q
I have a ’06 Ford F-150 4x4. Over the last 

48 years, on every 4x4 that I’ve owned 

except my first, a ’48 CJ-2A, I was able to install 

a traction-aiding device (Truetrac) and Warn 

manual locking hubs up front. It seems nothing 

is available for any of the 1⁄2-ton pickups, and 

anything that is out there isn’t recommended as 

it would likely lead to parts failure. The IFS is to 

blame I’m told.

What is the most cost effective way to get a 

little more traction up front on my F-150 and 

have locking hubs too?

JACK SEGOVICH

VIA EMAIL

A
As you have found, the traction-adding 

differential options are very limited and 

sometimes nonexistent for most factory IFS 4x4 

frontends. The reasons are many. IFS axlehous-

ings are generally made from aluminum and can’t 

take the same punishment that the old iron and 

steel solid front axles can take. Also, many of 

the newer trucks have less robust steering gear 

systems or rack-and-pinion steering, neither of 

which lends itself to the increased torque applied 

to them when a traction-adding differential is 

installed in the front axle. Lastly, it’s just not that 

common of a request, so few parts exist to do it. 

The good news is that there are plenty of traction-

adding differentials available for the rear of your 

Ford F-150. A rear traction-adding device will 

generally make a bigger difference in trail perfor-

mance than a front one alone in most cases. The 

rear axle in your F-150, and most 4x4s, is much 

stronger than the frontend, so it can handle the 

extra traction and torque load that the traction-

adding device will apply.

As for manual locking hubs, there is no easy 

or affordable way to install them on a ’04-’14 

Ford F-150. Ultimately, there really isn’t a need 

for them. The ’04-’14 F-150 has actuators in 

the knuckles that engage and disengage the 

axleshafts via vacuum. They essentially serve the 

same purpose as a manual locking hub by disen-

gaging the axleshafts from the wheels and tires. 

So in a sense, you already have locking hubs, it’s 

just a different design than what you are used to 

and they operate automatically when you engage 

four-wheel drive. FW

Look for the OPTIMA DIGITAL 1200 AND DIGITAL 400 chargers at a retailer near you.

The OPTIMA logo, OPTIMA Batteries, The Ultimate Power Source, Spiralcell 

Technology, REDTOP, YELLOWTOP, BLUETOP and The Six-Pack Battery Design 

are trademarks of Johnson Controls, Inc. ©2017
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WHERE TO SEND SUBMISSIONS

A
ddress your correspondence to: Calendar, Four Wheeler, 831 S. Douglas 

St., El Segundo, CA 90245, or email ken.brubaker@fourwheeler.com. 

All submissions become the property of Four Wheeler, and we reserve the right 

to edit them for length, accuracy, and clarity. The editorial department can also 

be reached through the website at fourwheeler.com. Due to the volume of mail, 

electronic and otherwise, we cannot respond to every reader, but we do read 

everything.

CALENDAR
COMPILED BY KEN BRUBAKER  KEN.BRUBAKER@FOURWHEELER.COM

September 1-3
What: Trucks Gone Wild at 4x4 

Proving Grounds

Where: Lebanon, Maine

Hosted by: Trucks Gone Wild

Info: trucksgonewild.com

September 1-4
What: High Sierra Poker Run

Where: Shaver Lake, California

Hosted by: California Four Wheel 

Drive Association 

Info: cal4wheel.com

September 8-9 
What: Fall Willys And Jeep  

Reunion & Swap Meet 

Where: Fulton, Missouri 

Hosted by: The Willys Reunion 

Info: midwestwillysreunion.org

September 8-10
What: Big Dogs Main Jambo

Where: Gore, Virginia

Hosted by: Big Dogs Offroad  

Info: bigdogsoffroad.com

September 9
What: Diesel Pick-Up Powerfest 

Series

Where: Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Hosted by: Buck Motorsports Park

Info: buckmotorsports.com

September 9
What: Sand Drags 

Where: Lisbon, Ohio

Hosted by: Tri County 4 Wheelers

Info: tricounty4wheelers.com

September 9-10
What: W.E. Rock Grand Nationals

Where: Farmington, New Mexico

Hosted by: World Extreme Rock 

Crawling Championship Series

Info: werocklive.com

September 14-16
What: Texas Spur Fall Jeep  

Jamboree

Where: Llano, Texas

Hosted by: Jeep Jamboree USA

Info: jeepjamboreeusa.com

September 14-16
What: 30th Ouray Jeep Jamboree

Where: Ouray, Colorado

Hosted by: Jeep Jamboree USA

Info: jeepjamboreeusa.com

September 14-17
What: Trucks Gone Wild at  

Louisiana Mudfest

Where: Colfax, Louisiana

Hosted by: Trucks Gone Wild

Info: trucksgonewild.com

September 14-17 
What: 21st Rosarito Beach SCORE 

Desert Challenge

Where: Rosarito Beach, Baja  

California, Mexico

Hosted by: SCORE

Info: score-international.com

September 15-17
What: Sand Sports Super Show

Where: Costa Mesa, California

Hosted by: Sand Sports Super 

Show

Info: sandsportssupershow.com

September 15-17
What: 36th Annual O’Reilly Auto 

Parts Fall 4-Wheel Jamboree 

Nationals  

Where: Indianapolis, Indiana

Hosted by: Family Events

Info: familyevents.com

September 15-18
What: World of Speed

Where: West Wendover, Nevada

Hosted by: Utah Salt Flats Racing 

Association 

Info: saltflats.com

September 16
What: The Buck Pull-Off Truck 

And Tractor Pulling Finals

Where: Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Hosted by: Buck Motorsports Park

Info: buckmotorsports.com

September 16
What: Getting Started Off-Road 

Driving

Where: Gorman, California

Hosted by: Badlands Off-Road 

Adventures 

Info: 4x4training.com

September 16-17
What: Great American Jeep Rally

Where: Ellington, Connecticut

Hosted by: Great American Jeep 

Rally  

Info: jeeprally.org

September 17
What: Day 2 Getting Started Off-

Road Driving

Where: Mojave, California 

Hosted by: Badlands Off-Road 

Adventures 

Info: 4x4training.com

September 17
What: Mud Bogs 

Where: Lisbon, Ohio

Hosted by: Tri County 4 Wheelers

Info: tricounty4wheelers.com

September 21-23
What: 20th Catskill Mountains 

Jeep Jamboree

Where: Monticello, New York 

Hosted by: Jeep Jamboree USA

Info: jeepjamboreeusa.com 

September 21-23
What: 25th Black Hills Jeep  

Jamboree

Where: Deadwood, South Dakota 

Hosted by: Jeep Jamboree USA

Info: jeepjamboreeusa.com 

September 21-23
What: 8th Cullman-Stony Lone-

some Jeep Jamboree

Where: Cullman, Alabama 

Hosted by: Jeep Jamboree USA

Info: jeepjamboreeusa.com 

September 21-24
What: Trucks Gone Wild at Bricks 

Off Road Park

Where: Poplar Bluff, Missouri

Hosted by: Trucks Gone Wild

Info: trucksgonewild.com

September 22-24
What: 7th Annual Cajun Nationals

Where: Pineville, Louisiana

Hosted by: Cajun Nationals

Info: facebook.com/cajunnationals

September 23
What: Winching Clinic

Where: Mojave, California

Hosted by: Badlands Off-Road 

Adventures 

Info: 4x4training.com

September 23
What: Outlaw Hill Climbs and Ob-

stacle Course  

Where: Lisbon, Ohio

Hosted by: Tri County 4 Wheelers

Info: tricounty4wheelers.com

September 23
What: Fall Off-Road 101 Course

Where: Lenexa, Kansas 

Hosted by: Kansas Rocks  

Recreation Park

Info: ksrockspark.com

September 28-30  
What: 28th Maine Mountains Jeep 

Jamboree

Where: Bethel, Maine

Hosted by: Jeep Jamboree USA

Info: jeepjamboreeusa.com

September 28-30  
What: 4th Ozark Adventure Jeep 

Jamboree

Where: Ozark, Arkansas

Hosted by: Jeep Jamboree USA

Info: jeepjamboreeusa.com

September 30
What: Mud Bog/Tough Trucks 

Season Grand Finale

Where: Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Hosted by: Buck Motorsports Park

Info: buckmotorsports.com

September 30- 
October 1 
What: Iron Range Offroad Driving 

School 

Where: Gilbert, Minnesota

Hosted by: Iron Range Offroad 

Info: ironrangeoffroad.com

September 30- 
October 1 
What: Lucas Oil Off-Road Expo 

Where: Pomona, California

Hosted by: Off-Road Expo  

Info: offroadexpo.com FW
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Flashback Dec. ’96:  
A Pivot-In-The-Middle Chevy Pickup
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I
n the Dec. ’96 issue 

of Four Wheeler, we 

published a piece 

on the 30th Annual 

Sierra Trek. After 

an overview of the event 

we displayed a series of 

photos and information 

geared around “custom 

innovations” that we 

saw on attending 4x4s. 

The collection included 

a Toyota with a rear leaf 

spring/coil spring combina-

tion suspension, a rig with 

flatbed box tubing that held 

12 gallons of compressed 

air, an early Toyota with an 

IROC Camaro 350ci V-8, 

and a squarebody Chevy 

with a pivoting frame.

The Chevy with the pivot-

ing frame dominated the 

story. We wrote, “This Chevy 

gets radical flex with the help 

of a chopped and boxed 

frame fit with custom cross-

members and a pivot in the 

middle fabricated from two 

axlehousings. The pivot pro-

vides a reported 34 inches of 

wheel travel (not including the 

suspension), and the frame 

features a pin-locking system 

to hold it in place when pivot-

ing is not desirable.

“Supplementing this 

Chevy’s 34 inches of wheel travel (43 degrees 

of pivot) is a 2-inch spring lift for improved ap-

proach/departure angles and a seldom-used 

ARB Air Locker in the rear. The vehicle crawls 

well over any terrain and an additional benefit 

is an ultra-smooth ride on dirt roads-none of 

the bone-jarring bumps are transmitted from 

the rear axle to the cab; the pivot helps dis-

perse the energy straight up instead of up and 

forward.”

More information on the pivot system in-

cluded this: “Coilover shocks mounted under 

the bed provide return-to-center functions, and 

the fuel, brake, and electrical lines 

run through the center of the pivot.”

It was noted in the story that 

the pivot idea was first formulated 

and implemented by a guy named 

Michael Olinger for use around 

his farm and had since been 

refined through research and 

experimentation. There were also 

a couple of cautionary statements 

regarding the fact that the pivot 

system was “Not an undertaking 

for most grassroots mechanics,” 

and “should not be attempted 

without thorough knowledge and 

expertise as to how to manufac-

ture it…”  

The story also noted that a 

patent was pending on the pivot 

system. Furthermore, the owners 

were looking for a manufacturer 

to help put the idea into produc-

tion. We wrote, “They have the 

plans for a kit that’ll make retro-

fitting most pickups a cinch for 

qualified mechanics in a well-

equipped shop.” 

We don’t recall the pivot idea 

going into production, but it 

wasn’t the last time we saw a 

pivoting 4x4 in action. Wesley 

Wells’ “swiveling” ’69 M135A2 

was the top vote-getter for the 

2007 Top Truck Challenge and 

Warren Kreyer’s ’51 Dodge 

M37 was a competitor in the 

2003 Top Truck Challenge. Warren’s Dodge 

used a custom-crafted frame and housing that 

allowed the rig to pivot in the middle, but it also 

had a hydraulic ram that attached to the as-

sembly, which allowed him to force the pivoting 

process however he wished. Apparently the 

pivoting worked because Wesley’s rig tied for 

Fifth Place and Warren tied for Second Place 

respectively during competition, which were 

strong finishes.

In the big scheme of things, pivoting 4x4s 

are pretty rare. We haven’t seen any on the 

trail in a while, but if we do, you’ll be the first to 

know. FW

TRAIL’S END
BY KEN BRUBAKER  KEN.BRUBAKER@FOURWHEELER.COM  PHOTOS: GREG GRASMEHR 

->“THE PIVOT PROVIDES 
A REPORTED 34 INCHES 
OF WHEEL TRAVEL (NOT 
INCLUDING THE SUSPEN-
SION), AND THE FRAME  
FEATURES A PIN-LOCKING 
SYSTEM TO HOLD IT IN 
PLACE WHEN PIVOTING  
IS NOT DESIRABLE.”
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